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Intra-speaker variability due to emotion and workload stress is one of the major factors 
that degrade the performance of an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system. A 
number of studies have been conducted to investigate acoustic indicators to detect 
stress and emotion in speech. The majority of these systems have concentrated on the 
statistics extracted from pitch contour, energy contour, wavelet based subband features 
and Teager-Energy-Operator (TEO) based feature parameters. These systems work 
mostly on pair-wise distinction between neutral and stressed speech or classification 
among few emotion categories. Their performances decrease when more than a couple 
of emotion or stress categories have to be classified even in noise free environments.  
 
The focus of this thesis is on the analysis and classification of emotion and 
stress utterances in noise free as well as in noisy environments.  The classification 
among many stress or emotion categories is considered. To obtain better classification 
accuracy, analysis of characteristics of emotion and stress utterances are carried out 
using several combinations of traditional features. Subsequently, more reliable acoustic 
features are investigated. This approach offers to search for the best set of traditional 
features that are the most suitable for stress detection analysis. Based on the types of 
traditional selected features, new and more reliable acoustic features are formulated.  
 
In this thesis, a novel system is proposed using linear short time Log Frequency 
Power Coefficients (LFPC) and TEO based nonlinear LFPC features in both time and 
frequency domain. The performances of the LFPC feature parameters are compared 
with that of the Linear Prediction Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC) and Mel-frequency 
 vii
Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) feature parameters commonly used in speech 
recognition systems. Four-state Hidden Markov Model (HMM) with continuous 
Gaussian mixture distribution is used as a classifier.  
 
Proposed system is evaluated for multi-style, pair-wise and grouped 
classifications using data from ESMBS (Emotional Speech of Mandarin and Burmese 
Speakers) emotion database that is build for this study and SUSAS (Speech Under 
Simulated and Actual Stress) stress database (produced by Linguistic Data 
Consortium) under noisy and noise free conditions.  
 
The newly proposed features outperform the traditional features and average 
recognition rates increase from 68.6% to 87.6% for stress classification and from 
67.3% to 89.2% for emotion classification using LFPC feature. It is also found that the 
performance of linear acoustic features LFPC is better than that of nonlinear TEO 
based LFPC features.  Results of test of the system under different signal-to-noise 
conditions show that the performance of the system does not degrade drastically with 
increase in noise. It is also observed that classification using nonlinear frequency 
domain LFPC features gives relatively higher accuracy than that using nonlinear time 
domain LFPC features.  
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Speech recognition research has about 3 decades old history that produces a well-
consolidated technology mainly based on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). The 
technology is now available for Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) tasks thanks to 
low-cost computing power. The performance of an ASR system is relatively high for 
the noise free Neutral speech [1-4]. However, in reality, the acoustic environment is 
noisy. Moreover, the state of health of the speaker, the state of emotion and workload 
stress have impact on the sound produced. Speech produced under these situations is 
different from Neutral speech. Hence, the performance of an ASR system is severely 
affected if the speech is produced under emotion or stress and if the recording is made 
in a noisy environment. One way to improve system performance is to detect the type 
of stress and emotion in an unknown utterance and to employ a stress dependent 
speech recognizer.  
 
Automatic Speech Translation is another area of research in recent years. It is 
more effective if human-like synthesis can be established in the translated speech. In 
such a system, if the emotion and stress in speech are detected before translation, the 
synthetic voice can be more natural.  
 
Therefore, a stress and emotion detection system is useful to enhance the 




 In developing method to detect stress and emotion in speech, the causes and 
effects of stress and emotion in human vocal system should first be studied. The 
acoustic characteristics that may alter while producing stressed and emotional speech 
are to be analysed. From this knowledge, the best acoustic features that are important 
for stress and emotion detection can be selected from several traditional features. 
Based on the types of the best-selected features, some useful stress and emotion 
classification features can be determined. With deliberate choice of classifiers to 
categorize these features, stress and emotion in speech can be detected. 
 
In this chapter, application, motivation, purpose and approach taken are 
presented.  
 
1.1 Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) in Adverse Environments 
 
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is a technique in which human spoken words 
are automatically converted into sequences of machine recognizable text. Presently, 
there are two main types of applications of speech recognition systems. The first is 
voice-activated system where human gives commands to the system and the system 
carries out the spoken instructions. Examples include voice operation of automatic 
banking machines, telephone voice dialing [5]. In these telecommunication 
applications, speech recognizers deal with a few words, functioning with high 
reliability. Another example is voice control of radio frequency settings in intelligent 
pilot systems [6]. The second type is a speech-to-text conversion system in which 
speech recognition algorithms convert spoken sentences into text. An example is an 
automatic dictation machine. 
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In most real life applications, the environment is noisy and the speaker has to 
increase his/her vocal effort to overcome the background noise (Lombard effect [7]). 
Furthermore, the emotional moods and state of stress of a speaker can change speech 
articulations. The changes in co-articulatory effects make the recognition process much 
more complex. Designing a recognizer for multiple speaking conditions (several 
emotion and stress styles) in a noisy environment is a challenging task.  ASR 
performance is severely affected if the training and testing environments are different. 
One possible solution for this problem is to train the speech recognizer with speech 
data taken under all possible noisy stressful environments [8]. This method could 
remove the mismatches between training and test samples and the speech recognizer 
becomes more robust. 
 
Much research has been carried out on the effect of additive noise, 
convolutional distortions due to the telephone network and robustness to variations 
such as microphone, speech rate and loudness. Less efforts have been spent on  the 
effects of stress (e.g, Lombard effect) and emotion (e.g, Anger and Sadness) on the 
performance of ASR.  
 
There are six primary or archetypal emotions, namely Anger, Disgust, Fear, 
Joy, Sadness and Surprise. These six emotions are universal and recognizable across 
different cultures [9] and are selected for emotion classification.  
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Stress in this thesis refers to speech produced under environmental noise, 
emotion and workload conditions. Five speaking conditions including Anger, Clear, 
Lombard, Loudness and Neutral are chosen for stress classification.  
 
1.2 Importance of Implicit Information in Human-Machine 
Interaction 
 
Spoken communication is the most natural form of exchanging messages among 
humans. To communicate, the speaker has to encode his/her information into speech 
signals and transmits the signals. On the other end, the listener receives those 
transmitted signals and decodes them into words together with implied meaning of the 
components [10, 11]. In addition to the spoken words, human speech recognition 
process uses a combination of sensory sources including facial expressions, gestures, 
non-verbal information such as emotion, stress as well as feedback from the speech 
understanding facilities to respond to speakers message accurately.  
 
Two broad types of information are included in human speech communication 
system. The first type is explicit messages or meaning of the spoken sentences. The 
other type is implicit messages or non-verbal information that tells the interlocutor 
about the speaker's stress type, attitude or emotional state. Much research has been 
conducted to understand the first type, explicit messages, but less is understood of the 
second. Understanding of human emotions at a really deep level may lead to discovery 
of a social system that has better communication and understanding [12]. This can be 
confirmed by the fact that toddlers understand non-verbal cues in their mothers' voice 
at very early age before they can recognize what their mothers say. In the case of 
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adults, they also combine both syntactical and non-verbal information included in 
speech to understand what other people say at a deeper level. Thus, non-verbal 
information plays a great role in human communication.  
 
In human-machine interaction, the machine can be made to give more 
appropriate responses if the type of emotion or stress of the human can be accurately 
identified. One example of human-machine interactive system is an automatic speech 
translation device. For communication in different languages, translation is required. 
Current automatic translation devices focus mainly on the content of the speech. 
However, humans produce a complex acoustic signal that carries information in 
addition to the verbal content of the message. Vocal expression tells the others about 
the emotion or stress of the speaker, as well as qualifying (or even disqualifying) the 
literal meaning of the words. Listeners expect to hear vocal effects, paying attention 
not only to what is being said, but how it is said.  Therefore, it would provide the 
parties in communication additional useful information if the emotion and stress of the 
speakers can also be identified and 'translated', especially in a non face-to-face 
situation.  
 
The ability to detect stress in speech can be exploited for many applications 
[13]. In telecommunication, stress classification may be used to indicate the emergency 
conveyed by the speakers [14]. It may be exploited to assign priority for emergency 
telephone call. For these emergency telephone services, callers emotional state could 
result in more effective emergency response measures. Many military operations are in 
stressful environments such as aircraft cockpit and battle field. In these operations, 
voice communication and control applications use speech recognition technology and 
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the ability to accurately perceive stress or emotion can be critical for system 
robustness. In addition, stress classification and assessment techniques could also be 
useful to psychiatrists to aid for patients diagnosis.  
 
1.3 Review of Robust ASR Systems  
 
Intra-speaker variability introduced by a speaker under stress or emotion degrades the 
performance of the speech recognizers trained with neutral speech. Many research 
studies have been generated to implement a robust speech recognizer by eliminating or 
integrating the effect of intra-speaker variability. All these studies can be categorized 
into three main areas. The first is a spectral compensation technique, the second is a 
robust feature approach and the third is a multi-style training approach. 
 
The spectral compensation is studied in [15]. Talker-stress-induced intra-word 
variability is investigated and an algorithm that compensates for the systematic 
changes is proposed. Cepstral coefficients are employed as speech parameters and 
stress compensation algorithm compensates for the variations in these coefficients. 
Spectral tilt is found to vary significantly in stressful utterances. Speech recognition 
error rate is reduced when cepstral domain compensation techniques are tested on the 
simulated stress speech database (SUSAS) [16]. However, there are stress induced 
changes in speech that cannot be corrected by the compensation techniques. These 
include variation in timing and displacements of formant frequencies [15].  
 
The robust feature method that is less dependent on speaking conditions also 
improves the stressed speech recognition performance [17].  Linear prediction power 
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spectrum has been shown to be more immune than Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to 
noise free stressed speech as well as noisy stressed speech. This method also proves to 
obtain better performance in speech recognition systems trained with neutral speech.  
 
Retraining the reference models in which the system is trained and tested under 
similar speaking conditions is another way to improve the performance of the speech 
recognizers in adverse environments. In [8], the performance of speech recognition 
under stress is improved using multi-style training approach in speaker dependent 
mode. In [18], speech processing is made more robust by integrating stress 
classification scores into ASR. In this study, stress sensitive targeted feature sets are 
incorporated into neural network stress classifier. Then, stress classification scores are 
integrated into a stress directed speech recognition system, where separate Hidden 
Markov Model recognizers are trained for each stress condition. An improvement of 
15.4% has been achieved over conventional training methods. 
 
1.4 Motivation of This Research 
 
As mentioned in the preceding sections, the performance of ASR systems can be 
enhanced with detection of stress or emotion in speech. Such capability also enhances 
man-machine interaction.  
 
Since acoustic characteristics are altered during stress and emotional speech 
production, stress and emotion can be detected by the use of features that reflect these 
variations. The features adopted by most stress/emotion classification researches focus 
on statistics of fundamental frequency, energy contour, duration of silence and voice 
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quality [19-30]. Most of the studies are based on few speech parameters such as 
fundamental frequency alone or combination of fundamental frequency and few other 
parameters. However, these features are not distinguished enough to differentiate 
certain emotions which have very similar characteristics [19]. According to [31], a 
classification score of 60% is about the best that can be achieved in a limited Joy, 
Anger and Sadness discrimination task using some of the features mentioned above.  
 
In recent years, Teager Energy Operator (TEO) [32] based nonlinear features 
are proposed for stress classification [33-34]. These features are good for pair-wise 
classification between Neutral and Stressed speech [35]. However, the classification 
performance decreases substantially when classifying stress styles individually using 
TEO [13]. 
 
It is expected that more promising results may be obtained if combinations of 
several traditional acoustic features are used for classification of emotion and stress. In 
this thesis, investigation is made to determine the set of new acoustic features for stress 
and emotion classifications from the speech signals in noise free as well as in noisy 
environments.  
  























Figure 1.1 Block diagram of the stress/emotion classification system 
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The block diagram of the stress or emotion classification system is shown in 
Figure 1.1.  
 
For emotion database that includes both male and female speakers, the signal is 
sampled at 22kHz and coded with 16 bits PCM (Pulse Code Modulation). The samples 
are then segmented into frames of 16ms each with 9ms frame rate. Since typical values 
of fundamental frequency of speakers in emotion database range from 100Hz to 
200Hz, window size of 16ms covers approximately two periods of fundamental 
frequency as recommended in [35].  
 
For the case of stress database that includes only male speakers, window size of 
20ms and frame rate of 13ms is employed since fundamental frequency of a male 
speaker is lower than a female speaker. The signal is sampled at 8kHz and coded with 
16 bits PCM. The samples are segmented into frames according to the respective 
window sizes and frame rates. The total number of frames N , to be processed, depends 
on the length of the utterance.  
 
For each frame, a feature vector based on Log Frequency Power Coefficients 
(LFPC) and nonlinear TEO based LFPC feature parameters are obtained. Traditional 
features, Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) and LPC based Cepstral 
Coefficients (LPCC) are also extracted for the purpose of comparison.  Four-state 
ergodic HMM (Hidden Markov Model) based stress or emotion classifier with 
continuous Gaussian mixture distribution is employed for classification. Although left-
right HMM is usually used in speech recognition research, in emotion/stress 
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classification, ergodic HMM performs better compared to the left-right HMM. The 
reason why ergodic HMM is suitable with stress or emotion classification is explained 
in subsequent chapters.  
 
1.6 Purpose and Contribution of This Thesis 
 
In this thesis, a new approach to analyse stress and emotional speech in noise free and 
noisy environments is described. The contributions of this thesis are listed below. 
 
• An extensive investigation on several combinations of traditional acoustic 
features is carried out to analyse how stress and emotion affect the speech 
characteristics. This evaluation reveals the necessary parameters and the degree 
with which speakers vary their acoustic characteristics of utterances under 
emotion or workload stress conditions.   
• The methods of formulation of new acoustic features based on nonlinear 
Teager Energy Operator and linear acoustic features are proposed. New 
features that can improve stress or emotion classification scores compared to 
traditional features are explored. Statistical analysis of the ability of various 
feature parameters to classifying different stress or emotion styles is conducted. 
Traditional features are compared with the proposed features by a statistical 
approach. 
• These new sets of proposed features are shown to improve the performance of 
stress classification and emotion classification of existing stress and emotion 
classification algorithms both in noise free and noisy environments. 
• Performance of left-right HMM which has been widely used in speech 
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recognition research is compared with that of ergodic model HMM. Detailed 
investigations have been made out to find out the reasons why the ergodic 
model HMM over left-right HMM in stress or emotion classification. 
 
1.7 Organization of Thesis 
 
This dissertation is organized into seven chapters. In Chapter 1, the background 
information of this research is given and the applications of stress or emotion 
classification systems are reviewed. Then, motivation, purpose and contributions of 
this thesis are presented. In Chapter 2, a literature survey on speech variations caused 
by emotion and stress is presented and previous researches on stress and emotion 
classification systems are studied. In Chapter 3, the corpuses of emotional speech and 
stressed speech are described. This is followed by an experimental review and analysis 
of traditional acoustic features and pattern classifiers in Chapter 4. Feature analysis, 
traditional feature extraction methods and new feature extraction formula for 
measuring variation of acoustic parameters caused by the effect of stress or emotion 
are described in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 then presents an overview of automatic 
stress/emotion classifiers, details of the classification system used to assess the 
performance of the proposed system together with analysis of the results of the 
experiments. The concluding remarks and summary of achievements are presented in 




Review of Acoustic Characteristics and Classification 
Systems of Stressed and Emotional Speech 
 
There are many situations where people perceive stress and emotion. These include 
heavy workload, adverse environment and social problems. Stress has impact on the 
body as well as on the mind of the person and this in turn affects the vocal system. 
Before delving into the details of automatic stress or emotion classification, the effects 
of human stress and emotion on vocal system and variation of acoustic characteristics 
are analysed. In the first section of this chapter, the effects of psychological and 
physiological stress and emotion on vocal system are described. Discussion on 
variations of acoustic characteristics that are correlated with psychological and 
physiological stress and emotion is made in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, the effects of 
social and cultural aspects on emotional speech characteristics are discussed. The 
several studies on analysis and classification of stress and emotion are reviewed in 
Section 2.4.A summary of the chapter is given in Section 2.5. 
 
2.1 The Effects of Stress and Emotion on Human Vocal System  
 
Stress is defined as mental or body tension that results from the stress agents that tend 
to alter existing bodily resources [36]. Mental tension is referred to as psychological 
stress such as time pressure under which the task must be completed [37]. Body 
tension can be referred to as physiological workload stress such as lifting a weight.  
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Baken [38] uses vocal cues as indices of psychological stress and examines the 
vocal tremor under the effect of experimental induced stress situations. The subjects 
are asked to read instructions as quickly as possible without errors. If there are errors, 
the score on the final grade is reduced. The purpose is to employ cognitive workload 
tasks to induce psychological stress. This study suggests that amplitude tremor is 
significantly reduced in high stress situations. 
 
Cannon [39] studies the stress reaction of fight-or-flight1 which is associated 
with Anger and Fear. When people are under these types of stresses, their bodily 
resources are automatically changed to prepare an attack or to run away from danger. 
If the situation persists, considerable strain may be placed on the body and affects a 
persons ability to perform including producing speech.  
 
As mentioned above, stress is an unpleasant, negative experience and stress 
may be thought of as any emotion in its extreme form. Emotions of Fear, Anger, 
Sadness or even Joy could produce stress [40]. Stress is interdependent from emotion 
[41]. When there is stress, there are also emotions. Stress is observed even in positively 
toned emotions. For example, Anger, Anxiety, Guilt and Sadness are regarded as 
stressed emotions. Positive emotions of Joy, Pride and Love are also frequently 
associated with stress. For example, when people are in happy mood, they may fear 
that the favorable conditions provoking their happiness will end.    
 
                                                 
1 Fight or Flight is a physiological/psychological response to a threat. During this automatic, 
involuntary response, an area of the brain stem will release increased quantity of NOREPINEPHRINE 
that in turn causes the ADRENAL glands to release more ADRENALINE. This increase in Adrenaline 
causes faster heart rate, pulse rate, respiration rate. There is also, shunting of the blood to more vital 
areas, and release of blood sugar, lactic acid and other chemicals, all of which is involved in getting the 
body ready for fighting the danger (a tiger, a mugger), or running away from the threat. Feelings of 
dread, fear, impending doom, are common. 
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The research studies that have emphasized especially only on psychological, 
biological, and linguistic aspects of several emotional states can be found in [42-81]. 
From the psychological perspective, of particular interest is the cause-and-effect of 
emotion [43-50]. The activation-evaluation space [42] provides a simple approach in 
understanding emotions. In a nutshell, it considers the stimulus that excites the 
emotion, the cognition ability of the agent to appraise the nature of the stimulus and 
subsequently his/her mental and physical responses to the stimuli. The mental response 
is in the form of emotional state. The physical response is in the form of fight or flight, 
or as described by Fox [51], approach or withdrawal.  
 
From a biological perspective, Darwin [52] looks at the emotional and physical 
responses as distinctive action patterns selected by evolution because of their survival 
value. Thus, emotional arousal has an effect on, the heart rate, skin resistance, 
temperature and muscle activity, as the agent prepares for fight or flight. As a result, 
the emotional state is also manifested in spoken words and facial expressions [53].  
 
Emotional states have a definite temporal structure [48]. For example, people 
with emotional disorders such as, manic depression or pathological anxiety may be in 
those emotional states for months and years, or one may be in a bad mood for weeks 
and months, or emotions such as Anger and Joy may be transient in nature and last no 
longer than a few minutes. Thus, emotion has a broad sense and a narrow sense effect. 
The broad sense reflects the underlying long-term emotion and the narrow sense refers 
to the short-term excitation of the mind that prompts people to action. In automatic 
recognition of emotion, a machine will not distinguish if the emotional states are due to 
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long-term or short-term effect so long as it is reflected in the speech or facial 
expression. 
 
From the perspective of physiology in the production of speech, Williams [56] 
states that the sympathetic nervous system is aroused with the emotions of Anger, Fear 
or Joy. As a result, heart rate and blood pressure increase, the mouth becomes dry and 
there are occasional muscle tremors. On the other hand, with the arousal of the 
parasympathetic nervous system, as with Sadness, heart rate and blood pressure 
decrease and salivation increases, producing slow speech. The corresponding effects 
on speech of such physiological changes thus show up vocal system modifications and 
affect the quality and characteristics of the utterances [82]. The acoustic characteristics 
that are altered during stressed and emotional speech production are studied in the 
following section. 
      
2.2 Acoustic Characteristics of Stressed and Emotional Speech 
 
As described above, stress and emotion have effect on vocal system and modify the 
quality and characteristics of speech utterances. Normal speech can be defined as 
speech made in a quiet room with no task obligations [18, 83].  Stress in speech, on the 
other hand, is a result of speech produced under stress such as heavy workload, 
environmental noise, emotional states, fatigue and sleep loss [82, 84, 85]. Some 
examples of task workload could be operating in helicopter fighter cockpit, emergency 
phone calls, military field operations and voice communications between aircraft pilot 
and ground controller. In such situations, speech is produced quickly and can have 
aspects of emotional excitations. In order to understand speech production under stress, 
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many researchers have investigated the vocal and acoustical changes caused by the 
stressed and emotional state of the speaker. Extensive evaluations on several speech 
production features are made. The studies have shown that the presence of stress 
causes changes in phoneme production with respect to glottal source factors, 
fundamental frequency, intensity, duration, and spectral shape [86-88].  
 
Doval [89] states that feature parameters of speech related to voice quality, 
vocal effort and prosodic variations are mainly due to the voice source. These feature 
parameters are produced by variation in glottal sound source and the timing of vocal 
fold movements [88]. The glottal source operation is the actions of the speech 
breathing muscles and vocal fold operates through the movements of the upper 
articulators. Glottal sound source varies depending on subglottal air pressure and 
tension of the vocal folds.  
 
When someone is under stressful situation, his respiration rate increases [88]. 
This in turn increases subglottal air pressure and increases fundamental frequency (F0) 
during voice sections. These result in narrow glottal pulses. Changes in glottal pulses 
can be observed by wide-band spectrogram. Increased respiration rate may also have 
effect on the duration of speech. The speech duration is shorter between the breaths. 
On the other hand, when speakers speak slowly, duration of vowels is longer than that 
of nasals or liquids. Among them, affricates are the longest in all phonemes [90]. 
Furthermore, stressed speech production can cause vocal tract articulator variations 
[91]. The regions where the greatest variation of vocal tract shape occurred are 
reversed for Anger and Neutral speech. Vocal tract shapes are also different for Clear 
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and Lombard effect profiles. Therefore, features that are able to estimate vocal tract 
area profile and acoustic tube area coefficients may be useful to detect stress. 
 
Extensive statistical evaluations on fundamental frequency, duration, intensity 
and spectral energy are made to characterize the stress on speech in [17, 82, 86, 87, 88, 
91, 92,  93, 94]. 
 
Fundamental frequency is popularly regarded as one of the best stress 
discriminating parameters [88]. Fundamental frequency (F0) is the highest for Anger, 
followed by Lombard. Neutral has lowest F0 values [82]. Mean fundamental frequency 
values between Stressed speech and Neutral condition are different [91]. Variance of 
fundamental frequency for Clear and Lombard conditions are similar, but different 
from all other styles. 
 
Duration is the most prevalent indicator for Slow speech style [92]. Time 
duration varies among the phonemes over a word not only for slow speaking styles but 
also for other stress styles [88]. Mean word duration is also a significant indicator of 
speech in Slow, Clear, Anger, Lombard and Loud conditions [82]. Mean consonant 
duration of Clear and Slow styles are similar, but significantly different from all other 
styles. Slow and Fast mean word durations are significantly different from all other 
styles [91]. 
 
Intensity is also a good acoustic indicator of stress [88]. Average intensity is 
increased in Lombard, Anger or high workload stressed speech [92]. For Anger 
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speech, energy associated with vowels significantly increases and glottal spectral slope 
becomes flat (more high frequency energy) [17]. 
 
Distributions of spectral energy, spectral tilt and average spectral energy also 
have wide variations across different stress conditions [88, 92]. Unvoiced speech is 
associated with low energy speech sections and voiced speech is associated with high-
energy speech [92]. By altering both duration and spectral features, synthetic stressed 
speech can be generated from neutral tokens [92]. The excitation spectra may also be a 
major player of stress, which can be modeled by the reliable trends in the energy 
migration in frequency domain. For Loud and Lombard speech, the speakers typically 
move additional energy into low to mid-bands [93]. Therefore, energy migration 
among subbands may be a good representation to formulate stressed speech. 
 
In [87, 88, 94], acoustic and perceptual study on Lombard effect is reported. 
It is found that for Lombard speech, there is a decrease in average bandwidths, an 
increase in the first formant locations for most phonemes and an increase in formant 
amplitude [86]. Loud and Lombard speech are often difficult to differentiate since 
these two styles possesses similar traits [88].  
 
From the reported findings on features of speech and emotional states [95-104], 
three broad types of speech variables have been related to the expression of emotional 
states. These are fundamental frequency (F0) contour, continuous acoustic variables 
and voice quality. Fundamental frequency contour is used to describe Fundamental 
frequency variations in terms of geometric patterns. Continuous acoustic variables 
include magnitude of fundamental frequency, intensity, speaking rate and distribution 
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of energy across the spectrum. These acoustic variables are also referred to as the 
augmented prosodic domain. The terms used to describe voice quality are tense, harsh, 
and breathy. These three broad types of speech variables are somewhat interrelated. 
For example, the information of fundamental frequency and voice quality is reflected 
and captured by certain continuous acoustic variables.  
 
A summary of the relationships between six archetypal emotions and the three 
types of speech parameters mentioned above is given in Table 2.1(a) and Table 2.1(b).  
 
Table 2.1(a): Characteristics of specific emotions 
Emotions Anger Surprise Joy 
Fundamental 
Frequency  
Angular frequency curve [64], stressed 
syllables ascend frequently and 
rhythmically [65], irregular up and down 
inflection [66], level average 
fundamental frequency except for jumps 
of about a musical fourth or fifth on 
stressed syllables [65] 
Sudden glide up to a 
high level within the 
stressed syllables, then 
falls to mid-level or 














Much wider [58, 61, 67] 
Wide range [65], 
median, normal or 
higher [72] 
Much wider [61, 
75, 65] 
 Intensity Raised [66, 67, 68, 69] - Increased [61, 68, 76] 
Rate High rate [61, 66, 70, 71], reduced rate [72] 
Tempo normal [72], 
tempo restrained [66] 
Increased rate[66, 
















Spectral High midpoint for average spectrum for non-fricative portions [73] - 
Increase in high 
frequency energy 
[68, 78] 
Voice Quality Tense [71], breathy[61, 74], heavy chest tone [61, 74], blaring [66] Breathy [65] 
Tense [46], 
breathy[61, 65], 










Table 2.1(b): Characteristics of specific emotions 
Emotions Fear Disgust Sadness 
Fundamental Frequency 
Disintegration of pattern and great 
number of changes in direction of 




Downward inflections [66] 
 Average of 
fundamental 
Frequency 
Increase in mean F0 [64, 77, 79] Very much lower [61] 
Below normal mean [61, 67, 
77] 
 Range of 
Fundamental 
Frequency 
Increase in range F0 [47, 79] Slightly wider [61] 
Slightly narrower [61, 64, 
67] 
 Intensity  Normal Lower [61] Decreased [61, 66, 70] 
 Rate Increased rate [69, 77] Reduced rate [80] 
Very much faster 
[61] 
Slightly slow [61, 71, 81], 
long falls in fundamental 
















 Spectral Increase in high-frequency energy  
Downward inflections [66] 
Voice Quality Tense [46], irregular voicing [61] Grumble chest tone [61] Lax [46],resonant [61, 66] 
 
 
The data are taken from several sources as indicated in the tables. From the 
data, it can be observed that continuous acoustic variables provide reliable indication 
of the emotions. It also shows that there are contradictory reports on certain variables 
such as the speaking rate for the Anger emotion. It is also noted that some speech 
attributes are associated with general characteristics of emotion, rather than with 
individual categories. For example, Anger, Fear, Joy and to a certain extent, Surprise 
emotions have positive activation (approach) and hence have similar characteristics 
such as much higher average of F0 values and much wider F0 range. On the other 
hand, emotions such as Disgust, Sadness and to a lesser extent Boredom that are 
associated with negative activation (withdrawal) have lower average of F0 values and 
narrower fundamental frequency range. The similarity of acoustical features for certain 
emotions implies that they can easily be mistaken for one another as observed by Cahn 
[22].  Williams [56] also states that the emotions of Anger, Fear or Joy are loud, fast 
and enunciated with strong high frequency energy. On the other hand, Sadness 
emotion has the slow speaking rate with little high frequency energy. The 
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corresponding effects on speech of such changes show up in energy distribution across 
the frequency spectrum and duration of pauses of speech signal. This suggests that 
grouping of emotions with similar characteristics may improve system performance.  
 
All these suggest that stress and emotion have impact on human vocal 
characteristics. In the following section, the effect of social and cultural aspects on 
characteristics of emotional speech is discussed. 
 
2.3 Social and Cultural Aspects of Human Emotions 
 
In human communication, emotional expressions serve as useful social functions to tell 
others how they feel and what they want to do. Expression of emotions may be in 
several forms such as gestures, facial expressions and nonverbal sounds such as sighs, 
moans and growls. Study by Ishii [105] suggests that communication styles between 
Western and Asian cultures are different. In Western culture, individuals pay more 
attention on verbal contents in which information is conveyed. However, in Asian 
culture, individuals develop a well-practice attention on non-verbal content. In 
Western cultures, both speakers and listeners are likely to engage in their 
communication as what is said in word is what is meant.  For Asian people, the 
speaker emphasizes on the tone of voice more prominently to infer the real meaning of 
the utterance. Although several studies have been made for cultural aspects of facial 
expressions, little has been said about cultural aspects of vocal expressions. 
 
Nathan [106] reviews literatures of the past 30 years, discussing universal and 
culture specific components in emotional expressions. This review concludes that 
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human emotion communication processes are part universal and part culture specific. 
The extent and nature of cultures influences on emotion expression and recognition, 
the language of emotion and cognitive emotion processes are still remain unclear. The 
brief description of research studies reviewed in this literature together with other 
research findings about emotion and cultures are presented in the following 
paragraphs.  
 
Darwin [52] seems to be the first researcher who represents the theory on the 
universality of facial expression of emotions. To examine the relation between culture 
and human emotions, he observes innate nature of his own children and communicates 
with people living in various isolated cultures around the world. This study reports that 
people in different cultures uses the same patterns of facial muscles movement to 
express emotions in their faces, no matter how they isolate.  
 
In this world, different nations of people use different languages and hence, the 
words that people used are different since there is no biology basis to represent words 
or a particular concept. However, emotional expressions should be the same in people 
from all cultures, despite their isolation from one another since these expressions are 
innate responses [107].  
 
Darwins [52] theory of universality of emotional expression is supported by 
the research studies of Ekman [108-110] and Izard [111]. In [110, 111], faces by 
photos, slide or videotape are presented to the human observers. And, the observers 
make categorical judgments. The observers are in United States, Japan, Chile, 
Argentina, and Brazil and they select the best matched emotion class from the pre-
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specified list. This study reports that the percentage of correct association of emotion 
categories with specific facial expression is consistent across all subjects from all 
countries.  
 
Ekman [108] reports that there are number of studies that together convincingly 
evidenced the universal recognition of six emotions (Anger, Disgust, Fear, Joy, 
Sadness and Surprise) in specific facial expressions. The studies by Ekman [109, 110] 
also support the hypothesis of universality of emotional expressions. These studies 
modify the previous experimental methods due to language differences. Human 
subjects listen the short story (in their native language) that suggests an emotion and 
identify type of emotion being elicited. Correct emotion identification performance is 
over the chance level with the exception of Fear often mistaken as Surprise.  
 
To study the emotional expressions of Western and Eastern cultures, Ekman 
[108] shows the video clips designed to elicit extreme Disgust emotion to the men 
from United State and Japan. These men are videotaped with a hidden camera while 
they are watching video. People from both countries show the same frequencies of 
Disgust emotion. These results suggest that men are exhibiting natural facial behavior, 
independent of culture.  
 
Later studies by Ekman [95] make more detailed analysis on relation between 
culture and emotion. They allow the subjects for the measurement of secondary 
emotions by introducing multi-scalar judgment. Individuals in ten cultures first select 
the best matched emotion from seven choices (previous six universal emotions as well 
as Contempt). Then, they define intensity values on the remaining six emotions as 
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absent or for a level of intensity. The results show 92% of agreement across cultures 
on the relative intensity of the expressions. Only for Anger emotion, the second highest 
rating varies with Disgust, Surprise and Contempt emotions.  
 
Ekman [110] proposes a theory of facial expression of emotions. This theory 
states that the movement of facial muscles results in the facial emotional expressions 
and these actions associated with certain emotions are constant across cultures. 
Therefore, Ekman [108] summarizes the evidence of six universal emotions (Anger, 
Disgust, Fear, Joy, Sadness and Surprise) and universality of recognition of these 
emotions. 
 
The above studies investigate the relations between cultures and facial 
expressions of emotions. The research on intercultural analysis on voice is very rare. 
Kramer [96] collects vocal expressions from American and Japanese speakers and asks 
American subjects to classify these emotions from vocal information. The results show 
that the classification accuracy is better than chance level.  
 
In a similar study by Beier [97], American and Japanese students are asked to 
identify American speakers vocal emotional expressions. These results also show 
consistency in classification accuracy across cultures. In [98], vocal portrayals of 
emotions produced by Dutch adults are identified by individuals of several different 
culture backgrounds. All people can recognize emotions with better than chance 
accuracy and patterns of confusion are also very similar across different culture 
groups.   
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The study by Scherer [99] makes extensive analysis on judges ability to infer 
emotions from vocal cues. Their studies are conducted in nine countries such as 
Europe, United States and Asia.  The vocal emotion utterances of Anger, Sadness, 
Fear, Joy and Neutral are used. It is found that Joy emotion is difficult to identify from 
voice but it is easy to recognize from face. The reason is that Joy emotion is strongly 
marked by smiling De Silva [100]. Anger is badly recognized by face. However, 
Anger obtains the highest classification accuracy by the use of vocal expressions since 
it has high arousal. Results of emotion recognition experiments show that members of 
different culture groups can reliably identify vocal expressions of emotion of a 
particular culture and patterns of confusion are also very similar across all countries. 
This study concludes that existence of emotion-specific vocal profile and suggests 
existence of similar inference rules on vocal expression across cultures. 
 
Although there is an evidence of universality of emotional expressions, the 
effect of cultural variations may also be involved in the rules of displaying emotions. 
For example, in defining second highest rating for Anger emotion, subjects in different 
cultures use different emotion labels of Disgust, Surprise and Contempt [108]. 
Furthermore, emotions are social events since they tend to occur in a context of 
socially shared meanings [101]. They have effect in interpersonal relationships and 
they also evoke responses from others that may affect the relationship. In view of these 
reasons, there could be considerable cultural differences with regards to what extent 




The study by Anna [102] suggests that different cultures evolve different 
attitudes toward feelings and handling of feelings. In Anglo-American culture, people 
are encouraged to be aware of their feeling at any moment and to be able to analyze 
and verbalize their feelings. The purpose is to control and prevent themselves from 
feeling something very bad for a long time. Furthermore, people control themselves 
not to say something that could cause the addressee to feel something bad. However, in 
Polish culture, people are encouraged to express their feelings freely. These people 
express both good and bad feelings spontaneously and fully without inhibitions and 
delays.  
 
In a study of display rules of emotional expressions, it is found that 
appropriateness of displaying emotions is different between Western (American) and 
Eastern (Japanese) cultures [103]. For Americans, displaying negative emotions of 
Disgust and Sadness is more appropriate in public than Japanese.  Since different 
cultures have their own display rules, they may also have rules on perception of 
emotions. Biehl [104] suggests that emotion recognition rules interact with innate 
biological mechanism and these rules are also culture specific. The study by 
Matsumoto [112] reports that Western people (Americans) are better able to recognize 
Anger, Disgust, Fear and Sadness than Eastern people (Japanese).  
 
Wallbott [113] studies the differences in characteristics of emotions that help 
emotion recognition process. They conduct a survey using a closed-ended 
questionnaire in 27 countries. The responses of this survey show that Sadness emotion 
is longer in duration followed by Joy, Anger and Fear emotions in all cultures. The 
emotions of Anger and Joy are more active than others in terms of nonverbal behavior. 
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Matsumoto [114] also analyses part of the above study of 27 cultures focusing on two 
extreme responses of American and Japanese surveys. This study also proposes cross-
cultural agreement on emotion differences such as in duration and intensity. In view of 
these results, there are consistencies across cultures in characteristics of emotions that 
help emotion recognition process.   
 
In the above studies, an analysis of the culture specificity verses universality of 
emotion expression and recognition by examining several different cultures are given. 
The main focus is on two extremely different cultures: American and Japanese. These 
two cultures are commonly assumed to be markedly different from each other. These 
studies first discuss in Darwins [52] suggestion of universal facial expression and 
analyse the appropriateness of emotion display rules. The display rules vary based on 
cultures.  And the influences of cultures on ways of behaving, modes of interactions 
and personality structures are also presented. From these studies, it can be concluded 
that there are cross-cultural difference as well as cross-cultural agreements in human 
communication process. Cross-cultural difference is on the issue such as 
appropriateness or inappropriateness of expressing some type of emotions in public or 
in families. Corss-cultural agreements are on the issues such as characteristics of 
specific emotions, natural facial or vocal behavior of expressing emotions.  
 
In the case of vocal expressions of emotion classification by computers, 
machine may not be able to classify hidden emotions (e.g, although someone feels sad, 
he may not express his feeling to others to prevent others feeling bad). Therefore, 
emphasis is placed only on naturally expressed emotions for emotion classification 
since these emotions have consistency, universality and common characteristics of 
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specific emotions across cultures. In the following section, the previous studies on the 
analysis and classification of stress and emotion are reviewed.     
 
2.4 Reviews of Analysis and Classification Systems of Stress and 
Emotion  
 
Although there are a number of systems proposed for emotion recognition 
based on facial expressions, only a few systems for detecting stress and emotion based 
on speech input are reported in the literature. In this section, several research studies 
that have focused on characterization and detection of stress/emotion utterances are 
reviewed.  
 
In [115], synthetic stress utterances are generated from neutral speech 
utterances by using duration, fundamental frequency and spectral perturbation models. 
Spectral perturbation models are employed for perturbing spectral contour in 
frequency domain.  
 
In [116], speech perturbation algorithms are implemented using fundamental 
frequency and Line Spectral Parameters (LSP) perturbation models to produce 
synthetic speech which possesses stressed speech characteristics.  
 
In [117], linear and Teager Energy Operator (TEO) based nonlinear features 
are considered to classify stressed speech from neutral speech.  Linear features include 
duration, intensity, fundamental frequency, glottal source and vocal tract spectrum. 
Nonlinear feature is TEO based Critical Band Autocorrelation Envelope area (TEO-
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CB-Auto-Env). Bayesian hypothesis testing approach and a hidden Markov model 
(HMM) processor are used as classification methods. The results of pair-wise 
classification between Neutral and Stress classes of Loud, Anger, Lombard show that 
fundamental frequency is the best of five linear features. However, nonlinear TEO-
based feature outperforms the best linear feature with the classification accuracy of 
93%. 
 
In [35], nonlinear features focused on the shape of a fundamental frequency 
normalized TEO profile are studied for binary stress classification. Reasonably good 
classification performance is obtained for binary stress classification between Neutral 
and stressed speech styles of Anger, Lombard and Loud. 
 
Zhou [13] analyses TEO based features that explore the prospects of variations 
in the energy of airflow characteristics within the vocal tract for stressed speech 
classification. Both pair-wise (classify neutral and stressed speech) and multi-style 
(classify stress styles individually) stress classifications are explored. High 
classification accuracies are obtained for pair-wise classification between Neutral and 
stressed speaking styles of Anger, Loud and Lombard. Although these TEO based 
features are able to distinguish well for pair-wise classification between Neutral and 
Stressed speech [35], the classification performance decreases substantially when 
classifying stress styles individually [13].   
 
In [33], consistency in classification across various stress categories is found by 
using TEO based fundamental frequency features. The other feature, TEO-Auto-Env 
that reflects the variation in modulation patterns within frequency bands is also found 
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to be the best to access stressed speech. TEO-Auto-Env features performance can be 
further improved by increasing the number of filter bank partitions to better reflect 
energy changes across frequency for excitation [33].  
 
In [34], TEO autocorrelation based features are compared with traditional 
features MFCC and fundamental frequency. TEO based features outperforms 
traditional features in terms of accuracy and consistency for the pair-wise classification 
between Neutral and stress conditions of Anger, Loud, and Lombard. In general, these 
studies suggest that nonlinear speech features should be investigated for stress 
classification. 
 
The above studies present classification of several categories of stressed speech 
utterances. There are some studies that attempt to characterize several types of 
emotions embedded in speech signals and classify emotions into different categories.  
 
ASSESS [19] is a system that makes use of a few landmarks  peaks and 
troughs in the profiles of fundamental frequency, intensity, boundaries of pauses and 
fricative bursts in identifying four archetypal emotions, viz. Fear, Anger, Sadness and 
Joy. Using discriminant analysis to separate samples that belong to different 
categories, classification rate of 55% is achieved.  
 
In [20], the most salient features that represent the acoustical correlates of 
emotion are defined as maximum, minimum and median of the fundamental frequency 
and the mean positive derivative of the regions where the F0 curve is increasing. Four 
emotions, viz. Joy, Sadness, Anger and Fear are classified using K-nearest neighbours 
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as classifier and majority voting of specialists. The best accuracy achieved in 
recognition of four emotions is 79.5%.  
 
In [24], a method that analysed emotional contents in speech is proposed based 
on the statistics of fundamental frequency and intensity. The accuracy of 43.4% is 
obtained in classifying 5 emotion categories.  
 
In [23], the interpretations of emotional expressions are studied and the 
differences in characteristics of emotions are examined from the F0 variations, 
duration and intensity. It is found that F0 variation is quite high in Anger and Surprise 
emotions. Anger, Surprise and Disgust have the highest overall intensity and Sadness 
has the weakest intensity with long pauses. Moreover, there are acoustic similarities 
between certain expressions of emotions. Anger and Dominance emotions resemble 
each other with similar features of short duration and strong intensity. Fear and 
Shyness expressions have medium duration, weak or medium intensity and F0 
variation.  
 
In [22], synthesized emotional speech is generated by controlling speech 
parameters such as fundamental frequency, timing, voice quality and articulation. The 
emotions generated by the above process are Anger, Disgust, Joy, Sadness and 
Surprise. Selected participants are asked to choose from among these emotions. It is 
reported that, except for Sadness, with 91% recognition rate, the intended emotions are 
recognized in approximately 50% of the presentations. This study reports that Sadness 
with the most acoustically distinct features, soft, slow, halting speech with minimal 
high frequency energy, is the most recognizable by human listeners. Emotions with 
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similar acoustical features, such as Joy and Surprise or Anger and Surprise, are often 
confused.  
 
In [25], power spectrum and variance which estimates dispersion for the 
frequency of voice are employed as acoustic parameters of emotional speech in 
building an emotion model. Prosody and features related with articulation such as 
speaking rate, segment duration and accuracy of articulation are the useful parameters 
to distinguish emotions of Anger, Fear, Sadness, Anxiety and Joy [26]. Sadness 
emotion is associated with slower speaking rate while Fear has higher speaking rate 
than average.  Prosodic features are multidimensional since they can express emotions 
as well as variety of other functions such as word and sentence stress or syntactic 
segmentation [27].  
 
The above studies concern the analysis of characteristics of emotional 
expressions and classification of emotions. In most cases, prosodic parameters are used 
to assess the acoustic characteristics of emotion in speech. In the studies of emotional 
speech assessment, parameters describing laryngeal process in voice quality are also 
taken into account. Speech rate and muscular tension that are influenced by different 
arousal of autonomous nervous system are closely related to articulation. Hence, it 
may be reasonable to take detailed consideration of these parameters. To investigate 
the changes of articulation in emotional utterances, real formant position is compared 
with ideal formant position to measure the deviation of tongue from aspired position 
[28, 29].  
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In [30], global articulatory settings across different emotions are measured by 
analysing formant values and spectral energy distribution in voiceless fricatives. The 
voiceless fricatives in the utterances of Fear, Happiness and Anger emotions show an 
increased spectral balance compared to Neutral speech. For the Sadness emotion, the 
values of spectral balance decreases in comparison to Neutral speech.  
 
In [21], combinations of prosodic and phonetic features are analysed.  Prosodic 
features are speech power, fundamental frequency and phonetic features are Linear 
Prediction Coefficients (LPC) and the Delta LPC parameters. The emotion 
classification system of this study is limited to phonetically balanced words and the 
accuracy of 50% is achieved in classifying eight emotions. 
 
Form the above studies, it appears that a number of basic emotions such as Anger, 
Disgust, Fear, Joy, Sadness and Surprise have been described in terms of changes in 
fundamental frequency, duration, energy and formants. In all these parameters, 
fundamental frequency and intensity seem to be the most important. Modification of 
these parameters may obtain promising results of emotion classification studies. 
However, as mentioned above, certain emotions have very similar characteristics based 
on the above set of features. Hence, systems based on these features for emotion 
classification are unable to accurately distinguish more than a couple of emotion 
categories. This motivates us to search for new acoustic features to identify human 







In this chapter, the causes and effects of stress and emotion on vocal system are 
described. Psychological and physiological stresses and emotions have impact on 
human vocal system and as a result, acoustic characteristics are altered. Furthermore, 
there are cross-cultural agreements on characteristics of universally expressed 
emotions such as Anger, Disgust, Fear, Joy, Sadness and Surprise. Common acoustic 
characteristics are used in expressing these emotions across cultures.  
 
Regarding features for classification of stress and emotion, it is suggested that 
fundamental frequency and intensity are important parameters for stress/emotion 
classification. However, classification accuracy degrades if more than a couple of 
stress or emotion categories are to be classified based on these features.  
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CHAPTER 3 
Stressed and Emotional Speech Corpuses 
 
To conduct the stress and emotion classification studies, the speech databases that 
include stress and emotion utterances are constructed. These databases are aimed at 
classifying stress and emotion utterances in text-independent and speaker dependent 
modes. SUSAS (Speech Under Simulated and Actual Stress) database produced by 
Linguistic Data Consortium [16] forms an excellent stressed speech database since it 
has been extensively used in stressed speech analysis community. SUSAS is used in 
the research areas of stressed speech analysis and classification, stressed speech 
recognition, speaker identification and several other classification studies. In some 
existing emotion databases, the same words or sentences are used for all emotion 
expressions. Hence, these databases cannot be used for text-independent emotion 
classification. Moreover, these databases are not widely used in speech emotional 
research and hence, a new database is required. 
 
In this thesis, two databases are used. The first is a stressed speech database 
that is a subset of SUSAS, which includes utterances of Anger, Clear, Lombard, Loud 
and Neutral. The second is an emotion database that is contributed by Burmese and 
Mandarin language speakers. The speech data are collected in the noise free laboratory 
environments. To study stress and emotion classification performance on noisy data, 
noisy speech samples are generated by adding White Gaussian Noise to noise free 
samples.    
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In the first section of this chapter, the discussion about SUSAS stressed speech 
database is presented. This is followed by the processes for emotion database 
formulation. The procedures for obtaining noisy speech samples are presented in 
Section 3.3, followed by a chapter summary. 
 
3.1 Stressed Speech Database 
 
Stressed speech database employed in this thesis is a subset of SUSAS (Speech Under 
Simulated and Actual Stress) database [16]. This database is made widely available for 
researchers. The database is employed extensively in the study of how speech 
production and recognition vary when speaking under stressed conditions [13, 18, 35, 
87, 88, 91, 118]. This database is formulated and collected by Hansen [88]. The 
purpose of this database formulation is for analysis and modeling of speech under 
stress in order to improve the robustness of speech recognition algorithms.  
 
The database is partitioned into five domains, encompassing a wide variety of 
stresses and emotions. The five domains are  
(1) talking styles (Slow, Fast, Soft, Loud, Angry, Clear, Question) 
(2) single tracking task or speech produced in noise (Lombard effect) 
 (3) dual tracking computer response task 
(4) actual subject motion-fear tasks (G-force, Lombard effect, noise,       
      Fear) 
(5) psychiatric analysis data (speech under Depression, Fear, Anxiety)  
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The first portion of SUSAS database consists of speech under eight speaking 
styles of Neutral, Slow, Fast, Soft, Loud, Question, Clear and Angry. The second 
domain of SUSAS includes of speech data from a single tracking task, and speech 
under Lombard effect. The third portion of SUSAS contains of speech produced while 
performing a dual (compensatory and acquisition) tracking task. The fourth domain of 
SUSAS includes speech produced during the completion of two types of subject 
motion-fear tasks. The last domain of the database is the psychiatric analysis.  
 
 A total of 32 speakers: 13 females and 19 males, with ages ranging from 22 to 
76 are employed to generate in excess of 16,000 utterances in the database. The 
vocabulary consists of 35 aircraft communication words containing a number of 
subsets that are confusable. These subsets include (go, hello, oh, no), (six, fix), (white, 
wide, point), (degree, three, thirty, freeze) and (eight, eighty, gain, change).  
 
 SUSAS contains simulated speech data that are from the Talking Styles and 
Single Tracking task domains contributed by 9 male speakers. Among 9 male 
speakers, the first three are general USA accent, the next three are New England / 
Boston MA accent and the last three are New York City, NY accent. These stressed 
speeches are recorded in a quiet environment. Each speaker produces 2 tokens for each 
of 35 words resulting 70 words for the stress conditions of Anger, Clear, Cond50 (low 
task stress), Cond70 (high task stress), Fast, Lombard, Loud, Question, Slow, Soft and 
12 tokens for each 35 words for Natural conditions. Each speaker produces 1190 
tokens for 11 simulated stress styles and neutral condition. All stressed speech tokens 
are sampled using a 16bit A/D converter at a sampling rate of 8 kHz.  
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Speech under Lombard effect is obtained by having speakers wearing 
headphones with 85 dB SPL of pink noise while uttering the tokens. Therefore, all 
speech tokens in the database are noise free.  
 
In this thesis, all stress classification experiments are evaluated using the subset 
of simulated portion of SUSAS database. The subset of data for this study consists of 
Neutral and speech from four stress styles of Anger, Clear, Lombard and Loud. In 
producing these stress styles, speakers are asked to speak as if they are producing 
speech under that style.  
 
In this study, all stress classification evaluations are performed in text-
independent and speaker dependent modes. To investigate, a data set which consists of 
all 35 words under Neutral condition and four stressed styles from 9 male speakers are 
selected. A total of 350 utterances are included in the data set for each speaker. A total 
of 3150 utterances are used for 9 speakers. A more complete discussion of SUSAS can 
be found in [16, 86, 88, 119, 120]. 
 
3.2 Database Formulation of Emotional Speech 
 
An emotion database is created in the laboratory, since there are no readily available 
databases that suit this study. Current available databases contain utterances with 
exaggerated expressions because of using actors and actresses as speakers. Prepared 
written texts are used in collecting emotion data and this results acted emotions. On the 
other hand, databases of real emotional speech recorded in real life environments 
present serious ethical and moral problems. The contents of these emotion utterances 
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may reveal personal details about the speakers. To avoid these cases, the recordings are 
made in a laboratory environment and non-professional speakers are selected as 
speakers. They are not asked to use prepared written texts. Although emotions can be 
recognized in the utterances at the word level, it is better to analyse the utterances of 
sentences to study pauses or sighs. These specific characteristics of emotion can only 
be involved in the sentences and they may be rarely presented in the word level.  
 
The first goal of formulating this database is to study intra-speaker variations 
caused by emotions. The second goal is to study emotion classification in text-
independent and speaker dependent modes. As discussed in Section 2.3, human vocal 
emotions are not subjected to the influences of culture responses [99]. However, no 
one in the area of emotional speech research made detailed experimental analysis on 
the relation between culture and emotion. There is a need for experimental analysis of 
the relation between them. Therefore, the third goal is to study the cross-cultural 
relation about emotions experimentally. For this purpose, an emotion database is 
formulated by using Burmese and Mandarin native speakers. Utterances in Burmese 
and Mandarin languages are used due to an immediate availability of native speakers 
of the languages.  
 
The database includes short utterances covering the six archetypal emotions, 
namely Anger, Disgust, Fear, Joy, Sadness and Surprise. A total of six native Burmese 
language speakers (3 males and 3 females), six native Mandarin language speakers (3 
males and 3 females) are employed to generate 720 utterances. The speakers are 
university staffs, postgraduate and undergraduate students from National University of 
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Singapore and Nanyang Technological University. Detailed profiles of the speakers are 
given in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1: Gender and age of the speakers contributed to emotion database. 
Burmese Mandarin 
Speakers Gender Age Speakers Gender Age 
Speaker1 Male 32 Speaker1 Male 50 
Speaker2 Male 27 Speaker2 Male 28 
Speaker3 Male 21 Speaker3 Male 25 
Speaker4 Female 31 Speaker4 Female 45 
Speaker5 Female 32 Speaker5 Female 23 
Speaker6 Female 33 Speaker6 Female 22 
 
In order to satisfy the requirements of the database described above, database is 
recorded according to the following procedures. Before recording, speakers are given a 
brief introduction about the recording and emotion classification research. A sample 
list of sentences is prepared: 15 sentences for each emotion that contain emotional 
meaning for each emotional expression. The purpose is for ease of exploring emotional 
feelings before recording.  
 
The speakers are told that if these sentences agree with their emotional feelings 
they can use these sentences. Otherwise they are asked to use sentences or phrases with 
their own choice at their convenience. All speakers prepare their own sentences before 
recording. In many cases, there are significant overlaps among sentences in different 
speakers since they often use sentences from sample emotion sentence list. Since 
databases are different and this study is limited to speaker dependent emotion 
classification, this introduces no bias.  The sets of emotion sentences translated into the 
English language are presented in Appendix A for both Burmese and Mandarin 
databases.    
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Recording is done in a laboratory room that is noise free since undistorted 
speech signals without background noise are required for feature parameter analysis. 
The speakers are alone throughout the recording session. The reason is that speakers 
may have difficulties in producing several emotional utterances in the presence of 
others since they are not professional actors.  The speakers are instructed how to use 
Cool Edit audio recording software and the format of the speech files to keep in the 
computer. The speakers are asked to utter one sentence for every emotion in a way that 
reflects the emotion.  Some examples are presented to the speakers but the speakers are 
allowed to express the emotions in their own ways. A mouthpiece microphone is used 
in order to fix the distance between the mouth and microphone during the whole 
recording session.  
 
After recording each emotion sentence, the speakers are asked to playback and 
listen. If they feel that the utterance does not express the intended emotion, they will  
give it another trial until they are satisfied. For each speaker, sixty different utterances, 
ten each for each emotional mode, are recorded. All speech data are coded at 16 
bit/sample and sampled at 22kHz. Statistics of the durations of the utterances for each 













Table 3.2: Lengths of sample speech utterances for Burmese and Mandarin Speakers 
(Sec) 
 
 Anger Disgust Fear Joy Sadness Surprise 
0.33 0.5 0.51 0.4 0.54 0.31 
0.66 1.17 1.28 0.64 1.31 0.84 
1.44 1.83 1.86 1.57 1.97 1.31 
Burmese 
1.72 2.28 2.45 2.85 2.33 1.85 
0.28 0.43 0.46 0.41 0.51 0.42 
0.64 1.49 1.73 1.75 1.25 1.37 
1.26 1.99 2.33 2.1 2.43 2.2 
Mandarin 
1.98 2.68 3.1 2.64 3.04 3.49 
x  1.04 1.55 1.72 1.55 1.67 1.47 
σ  0.65 0.81 0.93 0.97 0.92 0.99 
 
The durations of the utterances for the six categories of emotion are evenly 
spread (large σ ) and the effect of length as a clue for classification is minimal. The 
six emotions of Anger, Disgust, Fear, Joy, Sadness and Surprise are universal as 
explained in Chapter 2. For most educated persons, the meanings of these emotions are 
not difficult to grasp. Therefore, the speakers shall be able to elicit the specified 
emotions without any confusion. To further confirm the neutrality of the recorded 
utterances, the emotions are identified by the listeners of different language speakers. 
Hereafter, this emotion database is referred to as ESMBS (Emotional Speech of 
Mandarin and Burmese Speakers).  
 
The size of ESMBS emotion database is small compared to the commercial 
SUSAS stressed speech database. However, emotion classification using ESMBS 
database is also included in this thesis for exploratory research to capture emotion 




3.2.1 Preliminary Subjective Evaluation Assessments 
 
Subjective assessment of the emotional speech corpus by human subjects is carried 
out.  The first objective of the subjective classification is to assess if the utterances 
include naturally expressed emotions. The second objective is to determine the  
listeners ability to correctly classify the emotional modes of the utterances and then, 
compare the results with machine classification performance.  
 
The listeners of different language backgrounds are engaged for the subjective 
tests. Four normal-hearing listeners participate in this experiment. Two subjects are 
Burmese native speakers and the other two speakers are Sinhala language speakers. 
The speakers are able to understand either Burmese or Sinhalese. None of them can 
understand both of the languages. All the subjects participated in this study are from 
the age group of 25 to 55 years. Burmese subjects are asked to classify Mandarin 
emotions and Sinhala subjects are asked to recognize Burmese emotions. The language 
of the utterances presented to the human subject is the one that he does not understand. 
Hence, judgment is made based on the perceived emotional content rather than the 
semantic meaning of the utterances.  
 
There is no training session for the listeners before the test and they are not 
given any feedback during the test session. The utterances are presented via 
headphones and played twice. The utterances are played back in random order and the 
subjects are requested to indicate which one of the six emotional modes is portrayed. 
They could choose any one expression listed in the table for each utterance. Before 
each utterance is played, listener has to indicate (by raising a hand) that he is ready to 
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hear the next utterance. Listeners are not allowed to compare the present utterance with 
the previous one. The detailed classification performance of the human evaluators is 
summarized in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4.   
 






Speaker1 (Male) 75 61.7 
Speaker2 (Male) 65 58.3 
Speaker3 (Male) 61.7 66.7 
Speaker4 (Female) 76.7 63.3 
Speaker5 (Female) 60 66.7 
Speaker6 (Female) 71.7 61.7 
Mean 68.3 63.1 
Mean 65.7 
 
Table 3.4: Human classification performance by emotion categories 
 Anger Disgust Fear Joy Sadness Surprise Mean 
Burmese( Bα ) 98.3 63.3 45 53.3 85 65 68.3( Bx ) 
Mandarin( Mα ) 96.7 55 45 41.7 91.7 48.3 63.1( Mx ) 
Mean 97.5 59.15 45 47.5 88.35 56.65 65.7 
 
Sinhala listeners classify Burmese emotion vocalization with an accuracy of 
68.3%. Burmese subjects recognize Mandarin emotion vocalization with an accuracy 
of 63.1%. These results are in line with the accuracy rate found in the previous study 
reported in [99]. Both Burmese and Sinhala listeners recognize emotions with a similar 
accuracy in average ( B Mx x≈ ) as well as in emotion categories ( Bα s for each 
emotion is approximately equal to Mα s respectively). Recognition rates are also 
higher than chance accuracy. This may suggest that common acoustic characteristics 
are used by native speakers of Mandarin and native speakers of Burmese. The listeners 
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also recognize emotions by listening emotional content of the utterances without 
understanding the semantic meaning. Therefore, it can be concluded that utterances 
include emotional meaning.  
 
Furthermore, results show that high accuracy is observed in the classification of 
Anger and Sadness as they have the most acoustically distinct features. Joy and Fear 
emotions are classified with a lower accuracy than other emotions. According to De 
Silva [100], Joy may be easier to detect while on smiling, meaning that it is easier to 
detect visually. Anger is the most accurately detected speech utterance. Ohala [121] 
suggested that Anger emotion is associated with the vocal tract lengthening, thereby 
signaling a larger sound source. Therefore, the information to detect Anger emotion is 
included in the speech sound than facial expression.  
 
The above subjective assessments present accuracy of human classification on 
recorded emotion database and aspect of relation between two Asian cultures and 
expressions of emotions. In the following section, the process for preparation of noisy 
speech utterances is presented. 
 
3.3 Noisy Stressed and Emotional Speech 
 
Stress or emotion classification research is conducted by the use of noise free 
speech samples [13, 18, 19, 20, 21, 24, 35, 92].  However, adverse environments such 
as noisy background may also severely affect the performance of stress or emotion 
classification and Automatic Speech Recognizer. Hence, noisy speech samples are 
generated to study the effect of noise on system performance. 
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Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) is added to both stress and emotion 
utterances as this type of noise has more pronounced impact on speech recognition 
performance than cooling fan noise and aircraft cockpit noise [86]. Noise is added to 
both emotion and stress utterances at 10, 20 and 30 dB SNR.  Additive white Gaussian 
noise is generated using a routing awgn from MATLAB Communications toolbox. 
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the spectrograms and time waveforms of Additive White 




Figure 3.1: Time waveforms and respective spectrograms of the word destination 
spoken by male speaker from SUSAS database in noise free and noisy conditions. 













Figure 3.2: Time waveforms and respective spectrograms of Disgust and Fear 
emotions of Burmese and Mandarin speakers from emotion database in noise free and 
noisy conditions. Noise is additive white Gaussian at a 10dB signal-to-noise-ratio 
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Noise levels are adjusted to ensure the overall signal-to-noise (SNR) ratios of 
10, 20 and 30dB by the following equation. 
 
( ) ( ) ( )x n s n e n= +                         (3.1) 
 
where, ( )s n  is original noise free speech signal, ( )e n is noise signal and ( )x n is the 
resulting noise corrupted speech signal. The noise signal ( )e n  is adjusted to get the 
desired overall signal-to-noise ratio based on the signal power of the original noise free 







































In this chapter, the formulation of emotion database for emotion classification study is 
presented including details of how emotional speech samples are collected. The 
emotion database includes utterances of six emotions: Anger, Disgust, Fear, Joy, 
Sadness and Surprise. The utterances are contributed by Burmese and Mandarin native 
speakers. 
 
For stress classification, SUSAS stressed speech database that is widely 
available and extensively used in the research areas of stressed speech analysis, 
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classification and recognition is employed. Descriptions on stressed speech database 
are also presented. Subsets of SUSAS stress database that includes utterances of five 
speaking conditions: Anger, Clear, Lombard, Loud and Neutral are selected for stress 
classification. In order to study the effect of noise on the performance of the stress and 
emotion classification system, noisy speech data are generated at three SNR conditions 




Experimental Performance Evaluation for Existing Methods  
 
In this chapter, popularly used traditional acoustic features and classifiers are reviewed 
experimentally to obtain for the best feature set and pattern classifier for stress and 
emotion detection. Several experiments and analyses methods are employed to achieve 
the purpose. 
 
The traditional features are grouped according to the fundamental frequency 
(F0) related features, energy related features and formant locations. Classification tasks 
are done with the following four classifiers:  k-nearest neighbour (k-NN), 
Backpropagation Neural Network (BPNN), Self Organizing Maps (SOM), and k-
means classifier.  The classification framework in which the above features and 
classifiers are used is illustrated in Figure 4.1. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Classification framework 
 
In the first section of this chapter, several traditional feature extraction methods 
are presented. This is followed by feature selection and analysis of selected feature 




Recognition Input emotion / stress 
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the next section. Then, the evaluations are carried out from the results of stress and 
emotion classification experiments. This is followed by performance comparison with 
other existing works. Finally, chapter summary is presented in Section 4.6. 
 
4.1 Acoustic Processing  
 
To investigate the performance of stress and emotion classification system on 
traditional features, fundamental frequency, duration, energy, Power Spectral Density 
(PSD) and formant are extracted. The methods used to compute each of these features 
are briefly discussed in the following sections. 
 
4.1.1 Computation of Fundamental Frequency 
 
Different methods to compute the fundamental frequency or fundamental frequency 
(F0) contour of a speech waveform can be found in several literatures. There are many 
reasons why fundamental frequency estimation algorithms fail. Some of these are 
maintaining adequate frequency resolution, removing the effects of vocal tract 
resonances, and avoiding frequency doubling or halving due to harmonic content. 
 
The short-time autocorrelation function provides a convenient representation to 
detect the fundamental frequency [122]. In this method, vocal tract resonances are 
removed by applying spectrum-flattening technique. One of the spectrum flattening 
techniques is center-clipping method and it has the advantage to find the periodicity 
of the signal. The detailed procedure for fundamental frequency tracking algorithm is 
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presented in Appendix B. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show example fundamental frequency 













Figure 4.3: Fundamental frequency contour of the female speaker (ESMBS database) 
 
4.1.2 Short-Term Energy Measurement 
 
Energy of the speech signal gives a very good measure of how speaker is speaking and 
it varies appreciably across different emotion and stress conditions. In particular, the 
energy of high arousal stress such as Anger, Surprise, Loud and Lombard are generally 
much higher than the amplitudes of Sadness, Clear and Neutral conditions. The energy 
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of the speech provides a convenient representation that reflects these energy variations. 
Therefore, energy is also an important parameter to be used as a speech feature. The 
computation of short-term energy measure ( )(mEs ) for the N length frame ending at 
time m  is presented in Appendix B. The energy contours of the various stress and 
emotion styles are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. 
 
   
    
 
Figure 4.4: Energy contours of the word go by male speaker (SUSAS database) 
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Figure 4.5: Energy contours of the female speaker (ESMBS database) 
 
4.1.3 Power Spectral Density 
 
The Power Spectral Density (PSD) of a speech signal describes how the power of the 
signal is distributed with frequency. There are many ways to estimate the spectral 
contents of a signal [122]. Significant differences exist among these techniques since 
different assumptions are made regarding signal and noise content of the data. To 
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estimate the power spectral density of the speech signal, Welchs [123] averaged 
modified periodogram method is used in this study. This method combines averaging 
periodograms and windowing. The detailed procedure is described in Appendix B. 
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 describe the power spectrum magnitudes of the 5 stress conditions 





Figure 4.6: Power Spectral Density contour of the word hello by male speaker 






Figure 4.7: Power Spectral Density contour of the female speaker (ESMBS database) 
 
4.1.4 Formant Location and Bandwidth 
 
Formant can be defined as damped sinusoidal component of the vocal tract acoustic 
impulse response. In acoustic phonetic analysis, formants are the most important 
parameters [124]. Formant estimation techniques that are based on cepstral analysis 
and linear prediction are the most widely used methods. The linear prediction 
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technique is used since this technique has the advantages such as minimal complexity, 
minimal computation time. Detailed procedure for formant trajectory estimation based 
on linear prediction analysis is given in Appendix B. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 illustrate 















   
Figure 4.9: First and Second formant frequencies of female speaker (ESMBS database) 
 
4.2 Feature Data Preparation and Analysis 
 
Several feature statistics (example, speaking rate, slope) are extracted from the above 
feature patterns of fundamental frequency contours, energy and others. In the 
following sections, statistics of basic speech features that are extracted from the feature 
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patterns are presented together with experimental feature selection procedure and 
analysis on best-selected feature data set. 
 
4.2.1 Statistics of Basic Speech Features 
 
The most popularly used speech features in the analysis of emotion and stress in 
speech is fundamental frequency. Several statistics such as maximum, minimum and 
mean of the fundamental frequency contour are computed. In addition to variation in 
fundamental frequency contour, variation in energy is also a reliable indicator of stress 
and emotion.  
 
Duration is related to the speaking rate of speech. It can be measured by word 
rate, syllable rate or phoneme rate. In general, the speaking rate is related to the 
duration of the voice part of the speech signal and the effect of increased speaking rate 
is decrease of the corresponding average duration of the voice part. Therefore, 
speaking rate is estimated by the inverse of average length of the voice parts of speech 
[20].  
 
Most of the speech synthetic researches use formant frequencies as a primary 
cue for vowel perception [125]. Since prosodic and phonetic features are intertwined in 
expressing emotions [21], both features should be considered to completely 
characterize the emotion and stress utterances. Therefore, statistics of formant 
frequency and bandwidth that are related to phonetic domain and prosodic features of 
fundamental frequency, duration and energy are investigated. All feature statistics used 
in this study are listed in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1: List of feature statistics 
Feature 
No 
Feature Parameters Relative Importance 
(Frequency) 
1 Maximum F0 2
2 Minimum F0 2 
3 Mean of F0 7 
4 Standard deviation of F0 8 
5 Range of F0 1 
6 Slope of F0 profile  14 
7 Speaking rate 17 
8 Maximum energy 10 
9 Minimum energy 14 
10 Mean of  energy 14 
11 Standard deviation of Energy 12 
12 Range of energy 8 
13 Maximum of PSD  11 
14 Minimum of PSD 1 
15 Mean of PSD 13 
16 Standard deviation of PSD  9 
17 Range of PSD 4
18 Slope of PSD 12 
19 Maximum of first formant frequency 0 
20 Mean of first formant bandwidth 1 
21 Mean of second formant bandwidth 1 
22 Range of first formant frequency 0 
23 Range of second formant frequency 0 
 
 
There are 23 features in total. Feature numbers 1 to 18 (18 features) are related 
to prosodic domain and feature numbers 19 to 23 (5 features) are related to phonetic 
domain. Features (1 ~ 6) are related to F0, the next feature is related to duration, 
features (8 ~ 12) are related to energy, features (13 ~ 18) are related to power spectral 
estimate and features (19 ~ 23) are related to formants.  However, the features are not 
equally important to represent emotions and stress contents. Reduced dimensionality 
increases the classification accuracy and decreases the training and recognition time. 
For this reason, feature selection experiments are performed to identify the most 
informative features for stress and emotion in speech. 
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4.2.2 Feature Selection 
 
To search for the features that contribute the substantial information to the detection of 
stress and emotion in speech, the experiments are conducted to select the features for 
each speaker. The best way to evaluate the utility of the feature parameter is to train 
and test a classifier with it. Moreover, it is desirable to obtain performances of all 
feature combinations and compare these performances to find the optimal feature set.  









        (4.1) 
 
 where K  is the number of data taken at a time for each combination. This could entail 
extensive computations. Therefore, K-nearest neighbor (k-NN) classifier that has the 
fastest training and classification time is selected for feature selection. The choice of 
the feature set is based on the classification accuracy. A brief description of the k-NN 
classifier is given in the following. 
 
K-nearest neighbor (k-NN) is the most common classification method because 
of its simplicity and strength. In this method, a hypothesis that covers the entire feature 
space is formed by training samples and centroid of this data class is located. To test 
the corresponding data class of an unknown sample, distances to all centroids of the 
data classes are computed. The most presented class type that has the smallest 
Euclidean distance in the data space is selected. The advantages of k-NN classifiers are 
1) storage requirement for centroids of all data class is minimal. 2) it has the fastest 
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classification time compared to other classifiers. Before feature selection, utterances of 
each speaker in both ESMBS and SUSAS databases are divided for feature selection 
and performance test as shown in Table 4.2.  
 
Table 4.2: Data set sizes of individual speaker of emotion database (ESMBS) and 
stress database (SUSAS) 
 
 Feature Selection Performance Test Training/Testing  Method 
Emotion 36 24 LOO-CV 
Stress 210 140 Training (60%), Testing (40%)
LOO-CV=Leave One Out-Cross Validation 
 
 
Data set put aside for performance test is used to test the performance of 
selected features on several different classifiers. The most common technique for 
feature selection process divides available samples into two groups. The first group is 
used for training. Then, the error is computed on the second group of samples. 
However, for emotion database, the number of available samples for feature selection 
process is 36 and it is very small. If samples are put aside for testing, test performance 
could be inaccurate since the performance is tested on very limited number of samples.  
 
To tackle this problem, Leave-One-Out (LOO) cross-validation (CV) is used. 
According to CV approach, available data set of 36 samples is divided into k  subsets 
of equal size. And k-NN is trained k  times by leaving out one of the subsets from 
training for each training session. The performance is tested on the omitted set. 
However, the stress database is larger than the emotion database. The numbers of 210 
samples are large enough to divide training set and test set. Therefore, 60% of total 
samples is used as training data and the remaining 40% is used as test data for feature 
selection. Training and testing methods used for both feature selection and 
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performance test are also included in the fourth column of Table 4.2 since it is 
different between emotion and stress database. 
 
Features are selected for individual speaker of ESMBS emotion and SUSAS 
stress databases using feature selection data set on k-NN classifier. The frequencies of 
selected features for all speakers of emotion and stress databases are presented in the 
third column of Table 4.1. Instead of tabulating selected features for each speaker, all 
are combined to clearly describe the features that have been frequently selected. The 
numbers indicate how often this particular feature is selected by the feature selection 
process of an individual speaker. The best features for the task are maximum energy, 
speaking rate and average of energy. Among the features that have been selected more 
than three times, four are related to fundamental frequency profile, five are related to 
energy and the other five are related to power spectral density estimate. Formant 
features present the least importance in comparison with other features and this feature 
in omitted for further studies on stress and emotion analysis.  
  
4.2.3 Feature Data Analysis 
 
In this section, the best features selected in the above feature selection process are 
analysed. Many of the features especially duration, fundamental frequency and energy 
related features are strongly relevant with this task. From the results of feature 
selection process, the feature relevancy for stress and emotion classification task can 
be examined. Importance measure of feature parameters together with all the feature 
parameters investigated are shown in Table 4.1. The features that have larger numbers 
are more important in characterizing stressed or emotional speech. Among all features, 
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the features related to energy are the most important, followed by the features related 
to fundamental frequency.  
 
Statistics of standard deviation and slope of the fundamental frequency (F0) 
seem to be main carriers of emotion and stress in speech. Furthermore, duration, 
maximum, minimum and mean of energy also appear to be important. Finally, mean 
and slope of power spectral density may also be salient features to detect emotion and 
stress in speech. From these statistics, how high or low the speaker appears to be 
speaking can be quantified relative to normal functioning. Furthermore, the speakers 
level of arousal can also be identified. Numerical statistics of the important features of 
stress and emotion utterances are shown in Tables 4.3 and 4.4.   
 
Table 4.3: Statistics of the word strafe spoken by male speaker (SUSAS) 
FEATURE PARAMETERS ANG CLR LMD LUD NEU 
Standard deviation of F0  64.53 29.26 33.51 47.66 24.60 
Speaking rate  0.89 0.60 0.89 0.89 0.58 
Slope of F0 profile  0.35 -4.81 -6.12 -6.53 -3.65 
Maximum energy  16.8 9.9 12.2 16 7.5 
Minimum energy  8.5e-6 6.4e-6 9e-5 6.4e-5 2.2e-5 
Average energy  6.5 1.7 2.6 8.2 1.4 
Standard deviation of energy 6 1.5 3 4.8 2.1 
Range of energy  16.8 10 12.2 15.9 8 
Mean of PSD  69 56 61 65 57 
Standard deviation of PSD 16 14 17 16 15 
Slope of PSD  -0.08 -0.12 -0.17 -0.1 -0.2 






Table 4.4: Statistics of 6 emotion utterances spoken by female speaker (ESMBS) 
FEATURE PARAMETERS ANG DIS FEA JOY SAD SUR 
Standard deviation of F0 54.74 32.15 45.85 50.38 21.18 43.01 
Speaking rate 0.93 0.71 0.72 0.89 0.67 0.92 
Slope of F0 profile 5.13 -0.73 -3.85 1.08 -0.43 1.64 
Maximum energy  74.5 52 56.9 57.9 40.7 71 
Minimum energy  2.9e-2 4e-3 2.4e-3 2.5e-2 2.9e-3 6.3e-2 
Average energy  51 8.9 19.4 40.3 2.6 31.6 
Standard Deviation of Energy 30 12.1 19.6 26.5 3.3 27.8 
Range of energy  86 54.9 56.9 83.2 17 80.1 
Mean of PSD  78 47 57 71 43 67 
Standard deviation of PSD 9.1 15 9.8 11 13 11 
Slope of PSD  -0.081 -0.083 -0.083 -0.082 -0.084 -0.082 
ANG=Anger, DIS=Dislike, FEA=Fear, JOY=Joy, SAD=Sadness, SUR=Surprise 
 
Based on Figures of 4.2 to 4.7 for fundamental frequency, energy and PSD 
contours and data described in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 the following analyses are carried 
out regarding selected features. Increased speaker agitation tends to expend the F0 
range and increases overall energy. Energy of the speech utterance is related to the 
perception of loudness. Stress styles such as Lombard, Loud and Anger are associated 
with high energy and emotion such as Sadness where the speech becomes simply a 
whisper is associated with low energy values.  
 
Fundamental frequency range measures the distance bounded by the maximum 
and the minimum of F0 contour. It differentiates the speakers arousal state. As can be 
seen from Figures 4.3 and 4.4, wider F0 range reflects high arousal stress (example, 
Anger) and narrower F0 range represents low arousal stress (example, Sadness). The 
fluctuations between high and low values of F0 also represent level of excitation. 
Standard deviation of F0 describes these fluctuations and it differentiates the level of 
excitation as shown in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. In the fundamental frequency contours of 
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stress and emotions in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, rising and falling tendencies of F0 are 
observed. In the cases of Anger and Surprise emotions, the slope of fundamental 
frequency contour is more positive than the emotions of Sadness and Disgust. It is 
evidenced from Tables 4.3 and 4.4 that speaking rate increases as the speakers 
agitation increases. Conversely, Sadness emotion has lower speaking rate and 
introduces longer and more pauses. Smoothness and discontinuity of F0 are also 
different among different stress and emotion types.  
 
The major significance of energy representation is that it provides a basis for 
distinguishing different arousal levels. According to the data listed in Tables 4.3 and 
4.4 and energy contours in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, high arousal stresses such as Anger, 
Lombard, Surprise, Loud and Joy have energy values higher than low arousal stresses 
such as Sadness, Fear, Disgust and Clear. In all high arousal emotion utterances, Anger 
is the highest, followed by Surprise and Joy. For high arousal stress utterances, Anger 
is the highest, followed by Loud and Lombard. The same trend is applied for low 
arousal stress utterances also. In low arousal emotions, energy in Sadness is the lowest, 
followed by Disgust and Fear emotions. For stress utterances, Neutral is lower than 
Clear. Therefore, energy is the most important parameter in characterizing utterances 
with several arousal levels. 
 
According to the numerical statistics shown in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, Anger, 
Surprise, Lombard and Loud styles show a significant increase in the mean power 
spectral density. However, for Sadness, Clear and Neutral styles, there is a significant 
decrease in the values of this feature. 
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The feature data analysis indicates that the distribution of prosodic features 
differ for different emotion and stress types; however, the extent of similarity among 
classes are also significant. For example, speaking rate and average energy are similar 
in emotions of Disgust, Fear and Sadness as described in the Tables 4.3 and 4.4. In 
another group that includes Anger, Joy and Surprise emotions, these two parameters 
are very similar. This may suggest that grouping of the emotion utterances with similar 
characteristics may obtain high classification accuracy for future classification 
experiments. In general, all these results of the statistics of fundamental frequency, 
energy, duration are inline with findings of several previous studies [17, 58, 61, 64, 65, 
67, 75, 77, 82, 88, 90, 91]. 
 
4.3 Classifiers and Experimental Designs 
 
To search the classifier that suit the task, stress and emotion classification experiments 
are conducted by using the best selected features on four different classifiers. In four 
classifiers, one is k-NN classifier that has been used for feature selection. The other 
three are Backpropagation Neural Network (BPNN), k-means and Self Organizing 
Maps (SOM). These classifiers are discussed in the following sections.  
 
K-NN classifier is used in feature selection. It can be simpler to combine 
feature selection, training and testing into a single step using the same data set for this 
classifier. However, it is not fair for other classifiers to use this data set since k-NN 
classifier could perform the best in all classifiers based on the selected features on this 
data set. Therefore, the data group presented in third column of Table 4.2 is used to test 
the performance of all classifiers.  
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The whole process of classifier design is based strictly on the training samples 
only. The design of some classifiers involves parameter estimation as well as the 
choice of various design parameters and architecture selection. The number of inputs 
to each classifier is the number of selected feature parameters. The numbers of inputs 
are different for each speaker since feature selection is done on individual speaker. The 
training and testing methods are specific to the specific classifiers and are presented in 
the following sections. 
 
4.3.1 Backpropagation Neural Network (BPNN) 
 
In this experiment, three layers Backpropagation neural network which consists 
of input layer, hidden layer and output layer is employed. Hidden layer uses Log 
Sigmoid transfer function and output layer uses Linear transfer function. The 
numbers of input neurons to the network are the number of selected features N  for 
each speaker. However, the network with appropriate number of hidden neurons may 
perform the best for classification and it is calculated by trial and error method. It is 
found that the number of hidden neurons varies N  to 5N + to obtain the best 
performance. Each neuron in the output layer corresponds to each emotion or stress 
class. For example, there are six neurons in the output layer to classify six emotion 
classes.  The network is trained with gradient descent method. The link weights are 
randomly initialized and network is trained on each training pattern with Mean Square 
Error (MSE) of 1.1 and learning rate of 0.01. The value of MSE is selected from 
empirical observations. More details of backpropagation neural network are given in 
Appendix B.  
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4.3.2 K-means Algorithm 
 
In this method, centroid of each data class is computed by using the training samples 
of each speaker. Then the unknown data are classified by determining minimum 
Euclidean distance with each cluster centers. Details of k-means algorithm are given in 
Appendix B. 
 
4.3.3 Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) 
 
Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) used in these experiments consists of a bunch of 
input neurons and a layer of output neurons arranged as a two dimensional array with a 
size of 12 X 18. The number of input neurons is equal to the number of features 
selected for each speaker. The weight vector of each neuron in map is adjusted until 
there is no noticeable change between the old and the new weight vector. The learning 
rate of SOM network is chosen to be 0.7. Details of SOM are presented in Appendix B. 
 
4.4 Stress and Emotion Classification Results and Experimental 
Evaluations 
 
In this section, the results of the experiments that test the selected feature parameters 
and classifiers ability in classifying different emotion and stress categories are 
discussed. The main purpose of these experiments is to test the ability of the features 
selected from the basic feature set and to search a suitable classifier for emotion and 
stress classification. For emotion classification, experiments are conducted to classify 
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the six emotion categories of Anger, Disgust, Fear, Joy, Sadness and Surprise (Multi-
Style classification) for each speaker. According to Williams [56], high arousal 
emotions such as Anger and Joy have similar acoustic properties and low arousal 
emotions such as Disgust and Sadness have similar acoustic characteristics. Hence, 
experiments are conducted to classify between high arousal group (Anger, Joy and 
Surprise) and low arousal group (Disgust, Fear and Sadness) and these are referred to 
as reduced-set classification. For stress classification, experiments for Multi-Style 
classification among five speaking conditions (Anger, Clear, Lombad, Loud and 
Neutral) as well as Pair-Wise classification between stressed speech (Anger, Clear, 
Lombad, Loud) and Neutral speech are conducted. The results of average emotion and 
stress classification accuracies across all speakers for individual classifier are shown in 
Tables 4.5 and 4.6 respectively.  
 
Table 4.5(a) Average emotion classification accuracies across all Burmese speakers 
(ESMBS Database)  
 
Classifiers Multi-Style (%) Reduced-Set(%) 
k-NN 57.2 82.6 
BPNN 51.6 80.1 
k-means 47.5 76.4 
SOM 50.3 81.7 
 
 
Table 4.5(b) Average emotion classification accuracies across all Mandarin speakers 
(ESMBS Database)  
 
Classifiers Multi-Style (%) Reduced-Set(%) 
k-NN 74.3 81.9 
BPNN 61.8 84.0 
k-means 58.3 77.1 







Table 4.6 Average stress classification accuracies across all speakers (SUSAS 
Database) 
 
Classifiers Multi-Style (%) Pair-Wise(%) 
k-NN 51.1 78.2 
BPNN 31.7 72.4 
k-means 41.1 75.7 
SOM 41.8 75.7 
 
 
The recognition accuracies achieved by k-NN classifier are higher than those 
achieved by other classifiers for both emotion and stress databases. The reason may be 
the use of k-NN classifier for feature selection. If the results by k-NN classifier are 
excluded, the average emotion and stress classification accuracies (Multi-Style) 
achieved by other three classifiers on the selected feature set vary from a low of 47.5% 
to a high of 67.4% for emotion database and from a low of 31.7% to a high of 41.8% 
for stress database. Reduced-set emotion classification obtains accuracy about 80% for 
both Burmese and Mandarin speakers. For pair-wise classification between stressed 
and neutral speech, the accuracy around 75% is obtained. 
 
On average the three classifiers correctly classified over 50% for emotion 
categories and about 40% for different stress conditions. Classification rate of BPNN, 
k-means and SOM are nearly identical for both emotion and stress database for all 
multi-style, reduced-set and pair-wise classification experiments. Of all classifiers, the 
performance of SOM turns out to be better than other classifiers. BPNN and SOM 
have an advantage over the k-NN and k-means because they are able to perform well 
on complex problems.  
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The above classification results demonstrate that the choice of classifier have 
an impact on the classification accuracy. In general, the results obtained with the above 
classifiers by using selected feature sets are not particularly good. It seems that these 
classifiers and feature sets are not flexible enough for the task. This may be due to the 
use of selected features which have been optimized on the specific classifier k-NN and 
the selected classifiers may not be well suited for this task. All these motivate to search 
for better classifier and features that are more suitable for the task.  
 
In practice, a particular stress style is not uniformly observed over a word or 
sentence of that stress condition. For the word help under the Lombard effect 
condition, / /H  and / /P  phonemes have different stress attributes than the / /E  and 
/ /L due to the effect of voicing and phoneme class [126]. This suggests that the 
classifier which can model changes of these stress attributes could be more suitable to 
detect stress and emotion. Among several classifiers, Hidden Markov Models (HMM) 
is the one which has the ability to model the series of changes of events and it could be 
helpful to detect stress and emotion.  
 
However, the classifier such as BPNN or SOM has no such ability to model the 
changes involved throughout an stress utterance. In fact, these classifiers are trained to 
establish mapping between input and output without integrating the statistics of stress 
attribute on each phoneme class for each stress or emotion utterance. In the case of 
using neural network as a stress classifier, Womack [18] used more than one 
backpropagation neural network: each network for each phoneme class. The purpose is 
to model different stress attributes by different networks since one network is not able 
to model the series of different stress attributes. In view of the above reasons, the best 
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classifier for this task could be the one which has advantages in modeling sequential 
changes of stress attributes on different phoneme classes.  
 
For the case of feature parameters, the above analysis reveals energy and 
fundamental frequency related features have high capability in distinguishing different 
emotions and stress categories. Furthermore, these results suggest that some irrelevant 
features such as formant information should be discarded in characterizing emotion 
and stress. Although the most informative features can be completely determined from 
the information of energy and fundamental frequency statistics, higher classifier 
classification accuracy can be obtained by modifying these basic features.  
 
One approach could be information from power spectral estimates. Analysis of 
Power Spectral Density (PSD) reveals the significant differences in energy values 
along the frequency scale. As can be seen from Figures 4.7 and 4.8, energies in high 
and low frequency portions are differently affected depending on the level of speakers 
arousal. High energy in high frequency correlates with agitation and low energy in 
high frequency correlates with depression or calm.  Energy in high frequency scale is 
higher for high arousal stress and lower for low arousal stress. Great high frequency 
energy can be seen in high arousal stresses such as Anger, Surprise, Loud, Lombard 
and minimal high frequency energy can be seen in low arousal stresses such as 
Sadness and Clear. However, these changes in PSD are not observable by the statistics 
of PSD contour listed in Table 4.1. Information of these changes may be more useful 
to discriminate among emotions and stress types. All these suggest that higher emotion 
and stress classification accuracy can be achieved by using energies in different 
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frequency bands incorporated with information of fundamental frequency and speaking 
rate.  
 
4.5 Comparison with Existing Studies 
 
The results of the above experiments are compared with those of other studies. 
The stress and emotion types considered and the average accuracy of classification for 
other studies together with results in this experiment are summarized in Tables 4.7 and 
4.8 for emotion and stress respectively.  
 
The classified stress or emotion styles adopted in the above experiments are not 
exactly identical to those adopted in other studies. The rates of classification shown are 
therefore not based on identical criteria. However, crude comparison is made among 
different studies that use traditional features. For stress classification, none of the 
studies that works for classification among several stress categories (multi-style 
classification) are found. Therefore, the result of other work for binary classification 
between stressed and neutral styles (pair-wise classification) is used for comparison. 
Based on the results listed, the average accuracies obtained for emotion and stress 









































































k-NN= k-nearest neighbour, BPNN =Backpropagation Neural Network, SOM =Self 







Table 4.8: Comparison with other study (Stress classification) 
APPROACH AVERAGE 
ACCURACY (%) 

























60.7 Not available 
k-NN 78.2 51.1 
BPNN 72.4 31.7 

















k-NN= k-nearest neighbour, BPNN =Backpropagation Neural Network, SOM =Self 
Organizing Maps, K-means =k-means classifier 
 
4.6 Summary  
 
In this chapter, the best features and classifier for stress/emotion detection are 
determined. Traditional acoustic features investigated include fundamental frequency 
contour, energy, power spectral density and formants. The pattern classifiers used are 
k-nearest neighbor, Backpropagation Neural Network, k-means classifier and Self 
Organizing Maps.  
 
A total of 23 feature parameters are computed from the contours of traditional 
acoustic features. The best features are selected from the list of 23 features by 
experimental methods using k-nearest neighbor pattern classifier. Results show that 
duration, fundamental frequency and energy related features are the best for emotion 
and stress detection. Among them, energy is the most important. Using the best 
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selected features and four pattern classifiers, emotion and stress classification 
experiments are carried out. The classification accuracies obtained across all classifiers 
are not high and they are inconsistent. Inconsistency in classification performance 
suggests that the classifier has an impact on system performance. In addition, classifier 
which is the most suitable for the given task should be determined since the accuracies 
obtained are low. 
 
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) could be useful for stress/emotion classification 
task since it has the ability to model the changes of stress attributes included in the 
stress utterances. Furthermore, energies in different frequency bands incorporated with 
the information of fundamental frequency and speaking rate are suggested as suitable 
features for stress and emotion detection.  
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CHAPTER 5 
Subband Based Feature Extraction Methods and Analysis  
 
Several basic acoustical features are studied and reported in the previous chapter. It is 
found that intensity, spectral distribution, speaking rate, and fundamental frequency 
contour are important features for stress and emotion classifications. Surprise, Anger, 
Lombard, Loud and Joy tend to have high intensity, high speaking rate and high-
frequency content while Sadness, Disgust and Clear have low intensity, low speaking 
rate and low-frequency content.  Therefore, it can be assumed that emotion and stress 
utterances are produced with variation of energy, speaking rate and fundamental 
frequency. Of all these parameters, energy is the most important parameter. It can be 
more effective if all these characteristics are incorporated into one parameter. 
 
In this chapter, three subband based novel feature extraction methods that 
combine the selected features into one parameter are proposed. In the first part of this 
chapter, investigation is made to extract the reliable acoustic parameters from the stress 
and emotion utterances. In Section 5.2, several feature extraction methods are 
presented. This is followed by an analysis of feature parameters in time-frequency 
domain. Statistical analysis of various feature parameters is presented in Section 5.4. 






5.1 Selection of Stress and Emotion Classification Features 
 
Before classifying stressed or emotional speech, it is important to understand the effect 
of emotion and stress on the acoustic speech waveform and acoustic-phonetic 
differences between different stressed and emotional speech. As can be seen from 
Figure 5.1(a), voiced speech spoken under Stress is significantly different from voiced 
speech spoken under Neutral or Normal condition in both frequency and intensity 
variations. The similar trend can also be observed between Anger and Sadness 
emotions in Figure 5.1(b). In view of these factors, spectral structure is altered when 
speech is under emotion or workload stress. One possible measure of the stress and 
emotional content of speech is the distribution of the spectral energy across the speech 
range of frequencies. 
 
   (a)         (b)    
Figure 5.1: Waveforms of a segment of the speech signal produced under  
(a) Neutral and Anger conditions of the word go by a male speaker (200ms 
duration) (b) Sadness and Anger emotions spoken by Burmese female speaker 
(200ms duration) 
 
Human auditory system is assumed to have a filtering system in which the 
entire audible frequency range is partitioned into frequency bands [11]. This system 
can be described most conveniently as nonlinear response to frequency selectivity. The 
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properties of nonlinear frequency response are related to critical bands. The critical 
bands correspond to frequency processing in the cochlea. The cochlea, part of the inner 
ear, decomposes spectral contents of incident sound waves for hearing [127]. 
 
 According to Fletcher [128], speech sounds are preprocessed by the peripheral 
auditory system through a bank of bandpass filters. These auditory filters perform the 
process of frequency weighting for frequency selectivity of ear. Another important 
aspect in human auditory perception is loudness. In terms of perception of loudness, 
speech sound can be ranked on a scale extending from quiet to loud. 
 
 Stress may affect different frequency bands differently and an improved stress 
classification features could be obtained by analyzing energy in different frequency 
bands. Sarikaya [93] also reports that energy migration among subbands could be 
observed in stressed speech production. By extending the subbands to fundamental 
frequency, information of fundamental frequency can be included on this feature. By 
analyzing these feature data using a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) recognizer, the 
effects of speaking rate and variation of tone are also taken care of. Furthermore, 
HMM has the ability to model the series of changes of events. As discussed in Chapter 
4, stress/emotion classifier should have the ability to model changes of stress attributes. 
Based on all these assumptions, a feature based on the distribution of energy in 
different log-frequency bands is selected. Subband based features together with HMM 
combine all speech characteristics important for stress detection into one parameter. 
 
In [93], wavelet based subband features were proposed as an important stressed 
speech relayers. However, wavelet based subband decomposition provides time 
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dependent spectral features which may be more suitable for speech recognition [129] 
than stress classification. The reason is that specific phoneme sequence variation in 
time is important in recognizing words. However, stressed speech such as Anger 
cannot be assumed to contain specific sequential events in the signal. For example, if 
loudness is associated with the Anger stress, there is no fixed time in the utterance for 
loudness to occur. It can be an event at the beginning, the middle or the end of the 
utterance. As long as loudness occurs, Anger may be considered [130]. For this reason, 
DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform) based subband features together with HMM are 
more suitable for stress classification since Fourier analysis preserves linearity in 
frequency resolution with no time dependency.  
 
Furthermore, FFT power spectrum based speech features have been extensively 
used in most speech recognition system because of its immunity to noise [131]. 
Therefore, the FFT based subband features are adopted since these features are robust 
to frequency dependent noise.  
 
In linear acoustic theory, speech production process is described in terms of 
source/filter model [132]. This model includes a volume velocity source to represent 
the glottal signal, a filter associated to the vocal tract and a radiation component that 
relates the volume velocity at the lips to the radiated pressure in the far acoustic field. 
This model is considered valid for frequencies below 4 to 5 kHz. The model assumes 
plane wave propagation in the vocal tract and neglects nonlinear terms. When 
producing stressed speech, increase in muscle tension of the vocal cords and vocal 
tract, changes in vocal fold movement and sub-glottal air pressure, variation in airflow 
from the lungs have been observed by the studies [82, 133]. Linear acoustic theory 
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suggests that frequency in vocal tract filter, intensity and duration of glottal signal may 
be assumed to change due to stressed speech production.  
 
One recent research by Cairns [35] proposed that there is a net airflow through 
the glottis when producing speech. According to linear acoustic theory, this airflow 
only produces fricative sounds. However, vortices of air are created in the region of 
false vocal folds as a result of glottal flow propagation through the vocal tract. Sound 
could be produced from the vortex flow interactions and these are nonlinear [32, 35, 
134]. Speech sound thus consists of both linear acoustic component and nonlinear 
component generated by vortex flow interactions. The study by Cairns [35] suggests 
that the nonlinear component changes appreciably between normal and stressed 
speech. Therefore, Teager Energy Operator (TEO) [32] based nonlinear features are 
investigated. TEO extracts nonlinear component of the speech signal.  In addition, non-
linguistic information such as stress and emotion included in speech signal is related to 
prosodic features such as energy of speech. Teager Energy Operator [135] is a very 
useful tool for analyzing signal from energy point-of-view. This operator has several 
important properties that make it possible to determine energy function of quite 
complicated functions which is found in speech production [135]. Therefore, TEO 
based subband energy features are computed from the speech signal. 
 
5.2 Feature Extraction Techniques for Stress and Emotion 
Classification 
 
The purpose of the front-end feature extraction is to extract the features that carry as 
much information as possible about non-linguistic content of the speech signal and 
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suppress as much the linguistic content of the signal (the phonetic identity of the 
incoming speech) as possible. Non-linguistic content includes information about intra-
speaker variability such as emotion, stress, gender and others. In this thesis, three novel 
feature extraction methods which aim to extract the information about stressed and 
emotional content of the speech signal and two traditional feature extraction methods 
are presented. The details of the processing steps to extract all these feature parameters 
are described in the following sections. 
 
5.2.1 Preprocessing of Speech Signals 
 
The utterances of ESMBS emotion database were sampled at 22kHz using 16bit A/D 
converter and utterances of SUSAS stress database were sampled at 8kHz at the time of 
recording. In this thesis, the samples with original sampling rate are used without re-
sampling them.  
 
Before extracting features, the speech samples are preprocessed. Spectral 
evaluations are reliable for the portion of signal whose statistical characteristics are 
invariant with respect to time. Hence, short time analysis is performed. The signal 
samples are segmented into frames with overlapping portions between consecutive 
frames. The frame size is chosen to cover at least two periods of fundamental 
frequency as recommended by Cairns [35]. Fant [136] stated that, fundamental 
frequency of male speech ranges from 123 ~ 132Hz and that of female speech ranges 
from 213 ~ 225Hz. Since frame size needs to cover at least two periods fundamental 
frequency of fundamental frequency, frame length of 16ms and frame rate (the length 
between starting points of two consecutive frames) of 9ms are used for emotion 
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database. For stress database, frame length of 20ms and frame rate of 13ms are 
selected. The reason for using short frame length for emotion database is that it 
includes female speech utterances which have shorter period of fundamental frequency 
than male speech.  To be consistent, the same window lengths and frame rates are used 
for both emotion and stress databases in extracting all feature parameters.  
To minimize the signal discontinuities at the beginning and at the end of each 
frame, each individual frame is multiplied by a window function. Hamming window 
which can be represented mathematically by Equation (5.1) and graphically by Figure 
5.2 is applied to taper the signal to almost zero at the beginning and end of each frame. 
 
0.54 0.46cos(2 1) 0,1,2,...., 1( ) n N n NW n π= − − = −      (5.1) 
 
where N is the total number of samples. 
 
 
Figure 5.2: Hamming window function 
 
Speech signals are preprocessed as above before extracting all feature 
parameters. The procedures after this preprocessing for computing individual features 
are explained in the respective sections. 
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5.2.2 Computation of Subband based Novel Speech Features 
 
As discussed above, subband based features could be useful for stress and emotion 
detection. Therefore, three subband based novel features that include information about 
stress and emotion are extracted from the speech signals. 
 
Log-Frequency Power Coefficients (LFPC). A Log-frequency filter bank can be 
regarded as a model that follows the varying auditory resolving power of the human 
ear for various frequencies. The filter bank is designed to divide speech signal into 12 
frequency bands that match the critical perceptual bands of the human ear. The center 
frequencies if  and bandwidths ib  for a set of 12 bandpass filters are derived as 
follows [11].  
   
Cb =1                (5.2) 















bff                         (5.4) 
 
where C  is the bandwidth, 1f  is the center frequency of the first filter and α  is the 
logarithmic growth factor. To make use of the information of the fundamental 
frequency, the frequency of the lowest band is set at 100Hz for emotion database and 
90Hz for stress database. The reason for using different starting frequencies between 
emotion and stress database is that stress database includes only male utterances which 
have lower fundamental frequency than female utterances. Hence 54C Hz=  and 
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1 127f Hz= for emotion utterances and 50C Hz=  and 1 115f Hz=  for stress utterances 
are set.  
 
Normal human beings are able to perceive audible sound from 20Hz to 20kHz. 
Furthermore, Nyquist sampling theorem states that sampling frequency of the signals 
must be at least twice the highest signal frequency to reconstruct the signal without 
introducing distortion. [137]. In other words, half of the sampling frequency ( 2sf ) is 
the highest frequency that can be accurately represented by a sampling frequency of sf . 
According to Rabiner [11], speech signals covering the frequency range from 200 Hz 
to 3.2 kHz is sufficient for intelligibility. Therefore, stress and emotion samples with 
the sampling frequencies of 8 kHz and 22 kHz contain sufficient information. Based on 
the above information, the highest subband frequency of stress utterances is selected as 
3.8kHz and that of emotion utterances is chosen as 7.2 kHz that are approximately half 
of the sampling frequencies of the respective speech samples. As a result, filter bank 
with 12 subband is implemented in the frequency range 100Hz ~ 7.2kHz and 90Hz ~ 
3.8kHz for emotion and stress databases respectively. The center frequencies and 
bandwidths are chosen according to the logarithmic scale.  
 
To investigate classification performance in the frequency ranges that are lower 
than half of the sampling frequency, experiments with different frequency bands are 
carried out by changing the value of [ ]1,1.3α ∈  for stress and [ ]1,1.39α ∈  for emotion 
utterances. The center frequencies and the bandwidths of the 12 bands for different 
values of α  for emotion utterances are given in Tables 5.1(a) and (b) and those of 
stress utterances are presented in Table 5.2. The resulting subband frequency divisions 
for the highest α  values for stress and emotion utterances are given in Figure 5.3. 
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Table 5.1(a): Center frequencies (CF) and bandwidths (BW) of 12 
Log-frequency filter banks for different values of α (emotion utterances) 
 
1.0α =  1.1α =  1.2α =  Filter 
CF BW CF BW CF BW 
1 127 54 127 54 127 54 
2 181 54 184 59 186 65 
3 235 54 246 65 258 78 
4 289 54 315 72 343 93 
5 343 54 390 79 446 112 
6 397 54 473 87 569 134 
7 451 54 564 96 717 161 
8 505 54 665 105 894 193 
9 559 54 775 116 1107 232 
10 613 54 897 127 1363 279 
11 667 54 1031 140 1669 334 
12 721 54 1178 154 2037 401 
 
Table 5.1(b): Center frequencies (CF) and bandwidths (BW) of 12 
Log-frequency filter banks for different values of α  (emotion utterances) 
 
1.3α =  1.39α =  Filter
CF BW CF BW 
1 127 54 127 54 
2 189 70 192 75 
3 270 91 281 104 
4 375 119 406 145 
5 511 154 579 202 
6 689 201 820 280 
7 919 261 1155 389 
8 1219 339 1620 541 
9 1609 440 2267 753 
10 2115 573 3167 1046
11 2774 744 4417 1454










Table 5.2: Center frequencies (CF) and bandwidths (BW) of 12 
Log-frequency filter banks for different values of α  (stress utterances) 
 
 1.0α =  1.1α =  1.2α =  1.3α =  
Filter CF BW CF BW CF BW CF BW 
1 115 50 115 50 115 50 115 50 
2 165 50 168 55 170 60 173 65 
3 215 50 225 61 236 72 247 85 
4 265 50 289 67 315 86 344 110 
5 315 50 359 73 410 104 471 143 
6 365 50 436 81 524 124 635 186 
7 415 50 520 89 661 149 848 241 
8 465 50 613 97 825 179 1126 314 
9 515 50 715 107 1022 215 1487 408 
10 565 50 828 118 1259 258 1956 530 
11 615 50 952 130 1543 310 2566 689 








100Hz 680Hz 1.9 kHz 7.2 kHz 3.7 kHz 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.3: Subband frequency divisions for (a) Stress utterances (b) Emotion 
utterances 
 
In order to extract FFT based Log-Frequency Power Coefficients (LFPC), filter 
banks in different log-frequency bands as implemented above are used. LFPC features 
are designed to simulate logarithmic filtering characteristics of human auditory system 
by measuring spectral band energies. First, the signal is segmented into short-time 
windows as described in Section 5.2.1 to learn how frequency and spectral contents 
change over time. Then, the window is moved incrementally over the utterance and 
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frequency content is calculated in each frame using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
method. Fast Fourier Transform is the most popular method to decompose a time 
domain signal into its composite frequencies. Then, this power spectrum is 
accumulated into a bank of log-frequency filters. The filterbank splits input speech 
signal into multiple outputs by passing through the parallel set of bandpass filters. The 
FFT responses of the 12 filters are simply the shifted and frequency warped versions of 










)(        12,...,2,1=m            (5.5) 
 
where k  is the FFT domain index, ml  and mh  are the lower and upper edges of  
thm  
filter bank. Energy in the thm  filter bank output is calculated by the following equation 











mtt kWkXmS  12,...,2,1=m                     (5.6) 
 
where, )(kX t  is the k
th spectral component of the windowed signal, t  is the frame 
number, )(mSt is the output of the 
thm  filter bank, and  mf , mb  is center frequency and 
bandwidth of the thm  subband respectively. 
 
The parameters )(mSEt that provide an indication of energy distribution among 













mSmSE )(log10)( 10                              (5.7) 
 
where, mN is the number of spectral components in the 
thm  filter bank. For each 
speech frame, 12 LFPCs are obtained.  
 
Nonlinear Time/Frequency Domain LFPC (NTD-LFPC and NFD-LFPC). In this 
study, Teager Energy Operator (TEO) nonlinear FFT based features that could improve 
stress and emotion classification performance are proposed. It is suggested that Teager 
Energy profile alone is not sufficient to reliably separate Lombard effect speech from 
Neutral speech [35]. The features relating to spectral shape should be incorporated into 
TEO based features to separate these two speaking conditions [35]. For this reason, 
TEO based nonlinear properties in combination with the LFPC are also investigated. 
TEO is commonly applied in the time domain [13, 33, 34, 35]. However, TEO in both 
time and frequency domain are considered in this thesis. 
 
 











                               
(a) 
 













Figure 5.4: (a) Nonlinear time domain LFPC feature extraction  
(b) nonlinear frequency domain LFPC feature extraction 
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The processes of feature extractions for Nonlinear Time Domain LFPC (NTD-
LFPC) and Nonlinear Frequency Domain LFPC (NFD-LFPC) are shown in Figures 
5.4(a) and (b) respectively. The same window size and frame rate are employed as for 
LFPC.  
 
For NTD-LFPC, Teager Energy Operator (TEO) described in Kaiser [135, 139] 
is applied to the time domain windowed speech signal as described in the equation 
below. Teager Energy Operator extracts nonlinear component of the speech signal 
[35].  
 
)1()1()()]([ 2 −+−=Ψ nxnxnxnx                              (5.8) 
 
In the above equation, )(nx  is the sampled speech component in the time 
domain, and [ ( )]x nΨ  is the TEO operator. Fast Fourier Transform is then applied to 
obtain the LFPCs. 
 
For NFD-LFPC, time domain windowed speech signal is converted to 
frequency domain using FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) and the following TEO 
operation is then applied. 
 
)1()1()()]([ 2 −+−=Ψ fxfxfxfx                 (5.9) 
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In Equation (5.9), )( fx  is the sampled speech component in the frequency 
domain. Then, follow the LFPC feature extraction process to obtain NFD-LFPC 
coefficients. 
 
The time domain and frequency domain representations together with the 
results after the TEO operation of a segment of six emotions styles and five stress 




Figure 5.5(a): Wave forms of 25ms segments of the utterances spoken by a Burmese 



























Figure 5.6(a):Wave forms of 25ms segment of the word destination spoken by a male 
























Comparing the LFPC representations of five stress conditions shown in Figure 
5.6(d), it can be observed that the difference is the most conspicuous between high 
arousal stresses (Anger, Lomabrd, Loud) and low arousal stresses (Neutral, Clear) 
among all the figures grouped under Figure 5.6. Within 3 high arousal stress 
conditions, Anger and Lombard have higher frequency content than Loud style. The 
same trend can be seen for the emotion utterances of Figure 5.5(d). In all three high 
arousal emotions of Anger, Surprise, Joy emotions, Anger has the highest frequency 
content followed by Surprise and Joy styles.   
 
Furthermore, as can be seen from Figure 5.6(c) for Anger, Lombard and Loud 
conditions, TEO operation suppresses certain intensity values in the frequency range 
3kHz to 3.7kHz down to near zero because of nonlinear property analysis. These can 
also be seen in Anger, Surprise and Joy emotions of Figure 5.5(c). These result in loss 
of important information on high frequency energy, which is an essential feature of 
Anger, Lombard Loud, Surprise and Joy styles [93].  
 
Between NFD-LFPC (Figure 5.6(c)) and NTD-LFPC (Figure 5.6(b)), it can 
also be observed that nonlinear energy variations in frequency domain present more 
significant discrimination among different stress conditions. Anger and Lombard have 
high intensity in higher frequency regions than Loud styles. Neutral and Clear have 
higher intensity values in lower frequency scales. This shows that Teager Energy 
operation in frequency domain is more capable than in time domain to detect stress.   
 
Furthermore, as can be seen in Surprise and Joy emotions of Figures 5.5(a) and 
(b), TEO operation in time domain suppresses the linear high intensity regions of 
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waveform down near to zero. Moreover, it eliminates high frequency energy in 
Surprise, Joy and Loud styles in Figure 5.5(b) and 5.6(b). As a result, Joy and Fear 
emotions become similar as shown in Figure 5.5(b) and Loud and Neutral styles are 
also similar as can be seen in Figure 5.6(b). The similarity in these distributions might 
therefore be attributed to smaller differences in intensity levels between these two 
styles. This indicates that NTD-LFPC feature appears to be unreliable indicator of 
stress and emotion detection. 
 
In the above, the detailed processes of novel feature extraction techniques are 
presented and analysis is made by comparing these three feature sets. It can be 
concluded from this analysis that LFPC feature is the best and NFD-LFPC feature is 
found to be the second best feature. To compare the above three feature parameters 
with traditional features that have been widely used in the speech processing 
community, MFCC and LPCC features are extracted in the following sections. 
 
5.2.3 Traditional Features 
 
For speech recognition, LPC based Cepstral coefficients(LPCC) [11] and Mel-
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients(MFCC) [138] are the popular choices as features 
representing the phonetic content of speech. To observe the classification performance 
of stress utterances using phonetic features and to compare their performances with 
subband based features, LPCC and MFCC features are extracted. 
 
Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC). Production of speech signal 
involves generation of the excitation signal by the larynx and passing this signal 
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through vocal tract. In automatic speech recognition, properties of the speech generated 
by the overall shape of the vocal tract are analyzed. This analysis emphasizes on vocal 
fold vibration and ignores the variations in the frequency of vibration in distinguishing 
phonemes. To extract the effects caused by the shape of the vocal tract, filter 
coefficients that correspond to the shape of the vocal tract are predicted. For this 
purpose, Mel cepstral coefficient becomes the feature set of choice for a number of 
years in parameterizing the spectral shape of the speech waveform since these features 
consistently work well for speech recognition. Usually these coefficients are computed 
via filter banks without computing them directly.  
 
First, the speech signal is segmented by using the same window size and frame 
rate as for LFPC based features and multiplied by Hamming window to reduce spectral 
leakage. Then, Fourier transform is applied. To simulate the function of human ear 
which has non-linear sensitivity with respect to frequency, a bank of filters is used 
according to mel-frequency scale. Mel bandpass filters are linear up to 1 kHz and 
logarithmic scale at higher frequencies. The positions of the bands of the filters are 
shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 for stress and emotion samples respectively. 
 
Table 5.3: Center frequencies (CF) and bandwidths (BW) of  
18 Mel-frequency filters for stress utterances (Hz) 
 
No. CF BW No. CF BW 
1 140 100 10 1050 120 
2 240 100 11 1184 148 
3 340 100 12 1348 182 
4 440 100 13 1551 223 
5 540 100 14 1800 275 
6 640 100 15 2106 338 
7 740 100 16 2483 416 
8 840 100 17 2946 511 
9 940 100 18 3516 629 
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Table 5.4: Center frequencies (CF) and bandwidths (BW) of  
22 Mel-frequency filters for emotion utterances (Hz) 
 
No. CF BW No. CF BW 
1 150 100 12 1343 176
2 250 100 13 1537 213
3 350 100 14 1772 257
4 450 100 15 2056 311
5 550 100 16 2400 377
6 650 100 17 2816 456
7 750 100 18 3320 551
8 850 100 19 3929 667
9 950 100 20 4667 807
10 1050 120 21 5559 977
11 1183 145 22 6638 1182
 
 
It can be seen that the bands are broader in higher frequencies. The filters are 
spread over the frequency range from 90Hz and 100Hz to the half of the sampling 
frequencies for stressed and emotional speech respectively. The filter implementation 
and the range of frequency is the same as for LFPC and the only difference is the use 
of Mel-frequency scale rather than Log-Frequency scale. Filter bank coefficients are 
calculated by accumulating the magnitude coefficients of the spectrum. Finally, the set 
of filterbank coefficients are converted to Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients 
(MFCC) by the discrete cosine transform. The formula to calculate the MFCC by 













  = − =    
∑                    (5.10) 
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where, ( )ty k  is 
thk MFCC coefficient at frame t , ( )tY m  is 
thm  filter bank coefficient 
and M is the number of filter banks. A total of 6 MFCC coefficients are extracted for 
each speech frame. The details of the computations for MFCC can be found in [138]. 
 
LPC based Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC). LPC methods have been widely used in 
speech recognition systems since LPC provides the good approximation to the vocal 
tract spectral shape. However, LPC model is more effective on voiced regions than 
unvoiced and transient regions of speech. 
 
Preprocessing, frame blocking and windowing are the same as in the computing 
of above feature parameters and the same window size and frame rate are applied to be 
consistent. To compute the LPC based cepstral coefficients, Linear Predictive analysis 
is performed for each speech frame using Levinson-Durbin recursion to extract a set of 
1p +  linear predictor coefficients. The value of p is set at 8 as recommended by 
Rabiner [11]. Then, the set of LPC coefficients are converted into LPC derived cepstral 
coefficients, mc  by the Equations (5.11) to (5.13) [11]. The number of cepstral 
coefficients is set at 12. 
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where 2σ  is gain term in LPC model and ma  is 
thm  linear predictor coefficient. To 
minimize the sensitivity of the low-order cepstral coefficients to overall spectral slope 
and the sensitivity of the high-order cepstral coefficients to noise, the cepstral 
coefficients are weighted by a weighting function mw . 
 
1 sin , 1
2m
Q mw m Q
Q
π  = + ≤ ≤     
                           (5.14) 
 
Then, LPC cepstral coefficients are weighted by this weighting function. 
 
 , 1m m mc w c m Q= ≤ ≤                 (5.15) 
 
LPC cepstral coefficients are improved by including information about the temporal 
cepstral derivative. To compute temporal features, the thm  cepstral coefficient at time 
t  is defined as ( )mc t  and ( )mc t∆  is computed by the following equation. 
 




c t kc t kµ
=−
∆ = +∑                    (5.16) 
 
where µ  is a normalization factor and the value of K  is chosen as 1. Based on the 
above computations, the resultant LPC based cepstral coefficients contain a vector of 
12 weighted cepstral coefficients and a vector of 12 cepstral time derivatives for each 
frame t . More detailed information about LPCC features can be found in [11]. Once 
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feature parameters are extracted, analyses to compare these features are carried out in 
the following sections. 
 
5.3 Analysis of LFPC based Feature Parameters in Time-Frequency 
Plane 
 
Analysis in time-frequency plane is a powerful method in signal processing [140]. 
Time-frequency representations provide a direct theoretical link between the time 
sequence and its frequency representation. It can be used to capture both static spectral 
information and evolutionary spectral information in a single graph. Therefore, 
different information about different emotion and stress utterances is analyzed by 
mapping their acoustic information into time-frequency plane.  
 
Voiced speech is produced as a result of repeated opening and closing of the 
glottis [88]. The glottis movement is controlled by the subglottal air pressure from 
tracheal. Therefore, it can be assumed that the amount of subglottal air pressure may 
vary among different emotion and stress styles. For example, the pressure for Anger 
could be higher than Neutral condition. This subglottal waveform is related to the 
spectral characteristics of the waveform. Therefore, a spectral analysis of several 
emotion and stress utterances is made to investigate how the spectrum varies among 
different emotion and stress conditions. This approach could address speech under 
stress or emotion from the perspective of varying the speech production process. 
 
Figures 5.7 to 5.14 summarize the spectral properties of LFPC, NFD-LFPC and 
NTD-LFPC features for several emotion and stress utterances in noise free and noisy 
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conditions. Noisy samples are obtained by adding White Gaussian noise at 20dB.  The 
α  values are set at 1.39 for all cases of emotion utterances and 1.3 for stress 
utterances. The frequency ranges are 100Hz ~ 7.2kHz and 90Hz ~ 3.8kHz for emotion 
and stress utterances respectively. The ordinate gives the subband index which 
represents frequency and time is represented on the abscissa. Higher energy is 
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Figure 5.7: LFPC based Log energy spectrum of noise free utterances of Burmese 







Figure 5.8: LFPC based Log energy spectrum of noisy utterances (20dB white 
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             (a)                (b) 
Figure 5.9: NFD-LFPC feature based Log energy spectrum of (a) noise free utterances 
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Figure 5.10: NTD-LFPC feature based Log energy spectrum of (a) noise free 
utterances (b) noisy utterances (20dB white Gaussian noise) of Mandarin male speaker 








Figure 5.11: LFPC feature based Log energy spectrum of noise free utterances of the 









Figure 5.12: LFPC feature based Log energy spectrum of noisy utterances (20dB white 







         (a)                           (b) 
Figure 5.13: NFD-LFPC feature based Log energy spectrum of (a) noise free 
utterances (b) noisy utterances (20dB white Gaussian noise) of the word white by 







               (a)                 (b) 
Figure 5.14: NTD-LFPC feature based Log energy spectrum of (a) noise free 
utterances (b) noisy utterances (20dB white Gaussian noise) of the word white by 
male speaker (SUSAS database) 
 
 
From the figures of LFPC and NFD-LFPC features (Figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.11, 
5.12, 5.13), it can be observed that the patterns of distribution of spectral energy are 
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different for utterances associated with different emotions and stress conditions. The 
figures of LFPC and NFD-LFPC features indicate that high arousal speech possesses 
energy distributions which have larger concentrations in higher frequency regions. 
These figures indicate that Anger, Surprise and Joy emotion utterances and Anger, 
Lombard and Loud stress conditions possess large high frequency contents than other 
emotion and stress types. Sadness and Neutral conditions have much lower energy 
content in high frequency regions. It can also be observed that in general, for Anger, 
Lombard, Loud and Surprise on the one extreme, the energy is comparatively higher in 
the higher bands. On the other extreme, for Disgust, Sadness, Clear and Neutral, the 
energy concentrates at the lower bands. For Fear and Joy, the energy envelope is 
sandwiched between the two extremes.  
 
Furthermore, energies for Anger and Surprise stress styles show an abrupt 
increase from low to high frequency for both noisy and noise free utterances. However, 
Joy, Lombard and Loud styles present a steady increase in energy from low to high 
frequency regions. On the other hand, Sadness and Neutral styles show an abrupt 
decrease in energy from low to high frequency regions. However, the nature of steady 
decrease in energy from low to high frequency bands can be seen for Fear and Disgust 
emotion styles. All these observations can be seen in noise free as well as in noisy 
utterances of LFPC and NFD-LFPC features.  
 
The increased and decreased spectral energy and abrupt changes of energy 
along frequency bands indicate that there could be irregular glottal shapes in the speech 
under certain emotion or stress conditions. In view of the above analyses, there is a 
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high degree of certainty that spectral characteristics of the waveform could vary from 
Neutral conditions if a speaker varies subglottal air pressure.  
 
In general, Anger, Surprise and Joy emotions show similar level of spectral 
energy and Fear, Disgust and Sadness have similar spectral properties. It may suggest 
that these similar emotions should be grouped together in emotion classification to 
obtain higher classification accuracy. 
 
However, for the case of NTD-LFPC features (Figures 5.10, 5.14) trends in 
energy distributions are different from LFPC and NFD-LFPC features. Energy 
distribution of Anger, Lombard and Surprise styles are predominantly different from 
Neutral and Sadness conditions in all subband frequency regions. Intensities of 
emotion and stress styles with high vocal effort are higher then those with low vocal 
effort in both low and high frequency regions. The reason is that as can be seen in 
Figures 5.5(b) and 5.6(b), TEO operation in time domain suppresses linear high 
frequency intensity down to near zero because of nonlinear properties analysis. This 
operation extracts only nonlinear information from the signal.  Therefore, TEO 
operation in time domain destroys the information of intensity variations in different 
frequency regions. As a result, the emotion and stress styles with high vocal effort 
usually have high intensity values in all frequency bands and those with low vocal 
effort have low frequency values in all frequency regions.  
 
However, for some stress samples with high vocal effort, if there is not much 
intensity variation in their original waveforms, output of TEO operation has low 
intensity values and the results may be very similar with spectral distribution of low 
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arousal emotion and stress styles. All these can be seen in Figures 5.10 and 5.14 of 
stress and emotions for NTD-LFPC features.  
 
In view of all these factors, the above analysis of energy distribution in time-
frequency plane reveals that LFPC and NFD-LFPC features show a high degree of 
discriminating ability among different stress and emotion styles and they are shown to 
be important to detect stress and emotion in speech. In order to assess the superiority of 
LFPC and NFD-LFPC features over the other features such as NTD-LFPC, MFCC and 
LPCC, statistical analysis is performed in the following section. 
 
 
5.4 Statistical Analysis of Feature Parameters 
 
This analysis is to determine if there are any statistically significant differences in 
characterizing different emotion and stress conditions by specific feature parameter. 
Pair-wise comparisons of feature parameter distributions using Anger and Sadness 
utterances from ESMBS emotion database and Anger and Lombard utterances from 
SUSAS stress database are made. Only two stress or emotion categories are used for 
simplicity and ease of comparison and illustration. An example of feature distributions 
for all six emotions and 5 stress conditions using LFPC feature is given in Appendix C. 
 
Statistical analysis is also made to further validate the performance of all 5 
feature sets under artificially generated additive White Gaussian Noise conditions. The 
noise is added to the existing speech signal using the Matlab command awgn. 
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Statistical analysis method used in this work is proposed by Elias [141]. In this 
method, the classification abilities of several feature parameters are investigated by 
using feature parameter distributions. These distributions are obtained by generating 
parameter histograms from different stressed and emotional speech samples. In 
calculating feature parameter distributions, the frequency ranges for LFPC based 
features as well as MFCC feature are set at 100Hz to 7.2kHz for emotion utterances 
and 90Hz to 3.8kHz for stress utterances. 
 
The normalized histograms of LFPC, NFD-LFPC, NTD-LFPC, MFCC and 
LPCC feature parameter distributions using two extreme emotions of Anger, Sadness 
and two similar stress conditions of Anger and Lombard are depicted in Figures 5.15 ~ 
5.18. The total length of the utterances used is approximately 30 seconds for each 
feature parameter distribution. A total of 80 emotion utterances and 50 stress utterances 




















Figure 5.15: Distribution of (a) LFPC (b) NFD-LFPC (c) NTD-LFPC features of 
utterances of Burmese male speaker (ESMBS database). The abscissa represents Log-











Figure 5.16: Distribution of (a) MFCC and (b) LPC (upper row) and delta LPC (Lower 
row) coefficient values of utterances of Burmese male speaker (ESMBS database). The 











Figure 5.17: Distribution of (a) LFPC (b) NFD-LFPC (c) NTD-LFPC features of 
utterances of male speaker (SUSAS database). The abscissa represents Log-Frequency 









Figure 5.18: Distribution of (a) MFCC and (b) LPC (upper row) and delta LPC (Lower 
row) coefficient values of utterances of male speaker (SUSAS database). The abscissa 







The figures (Figures 5.15(a) and (b), 5.17(a) and (b)) show large separations 
between Anger and Sadness for emotion utterances and significant separation between 
Anger and Lombard for stressed speech using LFPC and NFD-LFPC features. 
Separation between Anger and Sadness is large as supported by the analysis in time-
frequency mapping previously shown in the Figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.11, 5.12, 5.13.  
 
Separations between feature parameter distributions are not consistent across all 
coefficients. Figure 5.15 (a) gives an indication to the direction and separation between 
two feature parameter distributions. The distribution of Anger emotion appears first at 
the first band (first coefficient), then followed by the distribution of Sadness emotion. 
Then, distribution of Anger emotion gradually moves forward and that of Sadness 
emotion gradually moves backward. Therefore, parameter distributions have the most 
separations in the first and second bands. Then, both distribution curves overlap at the 
third band and there are again distinct separations between the two feature distributions 
at the higher bands.     
 
It can be seen in the figures that the subband frequency regions which have the 
most significant separation are very similar between stress and emotion utterances in 
LFPC and NFD-LFPC features. For example, subband numbers (coefficient numbers) 
1(100 ~ 150Hz), 2(150 ~ 230Hz), 5(390 ~ 540Hz), 8(1.3 ~ 1.9kHz), 9(1.9 ~ 2.6kHz) 
and 10(2.6 ~ 3.7kHz) are the most important for emotion utterances of ESMBS 
database. Similarly, subband numbers 4 (290 ~ 400Hz) and 5 (400 ~ 540Hz) are the 
most important for stress utterances of SUSAS database. According to Fant[142], 
fundamental frequency of female speech ranges 213 ~ 225Hz and that of male speech 
ranges 123 ~ 132Hz. This serves to confirm that energy of subbands that are in the 
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range of fundamental frequency are important to detect different emotion and stress 
conditions. 
 
The next consideration in analysis of feature parameters is to determine if the 
feature parameter distribution of two stress conditions have significant separations. In 
this analysis, Elias coefficients [141] are used to measure the degree of overlap 
between the two different feature parameter distributions. Mathematically, the Elias 





−= dxxpxpM )()( 21                     (5.17) 
 
where p1(x) and p2(x) are the probability densities associated with the two distributions. 
The difference between the two feature parameter distributions is considered the most 
significant if an Elias coefficient is 2 and the two feature parameter distributions are 
considered completely overlapped if an Elias coefficient is 0. Complete separation of 







(a)      (b) 
Figure 5.19: Elias Coefficients of noise free utterances of (a) Burmese male speaker 
(ESMBS emotion database) using Anger and Sadness emotions (b) male speaker 
(SUSAS stress database) using Anger and Lombard stress conditions 
 






























Figure 5.20: Comparison of Elias coefficients across 5 feature parameters using 
Burmese male and female, Mandarin male and female noise free utterances (ESMBS 
database) 
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 Figure 5.21: Comparison of Elias coefficients across 5 feature parameters using 
Burmese male and female, Mandarin male and female utterances at SNR of 20dB 
additive white Gaussian noise (ESMBS database) 
 



































Figure 5.22: Comparison of Elias coefficients across 5 feature parameters using noise 
free and noisy (SNR of 20dB additive white Gaussian noise) utterances of male 
speaker (SUSAS data base) 
 
 
Figure 5.19 presents the details of degree of LFPC parameter separation for 
each subband coefficients using stressed and emotional speech samples. Mean Elias 
coefficients which represent significance in separation of parameter distributions for all 
five feature parameters (LFPC, NFD-LFPC, NTD-LFPC, MFCC and LPCC) using 
emotion and stress samples are described in Figures 5.20 to 5.22 for both noise free 
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and noisy speech data. The separation of feature parameter distributions is considered 
significant if the mean value of Elias coefficient range between 1 and 2. Results 
indicate that LFPC feature parameter is the best to separate different emotion and stress 
styles followed by NFD-LFPC, NTD-LFPC and MFCC. Furthermore, these figures 
suggest that LFPC and NFD-LFPC features are good indicators over a wide variety of 
emotion and stress classes on both noisy and noise free data.  
 
In all cases, the Elias coefficients of LFPC and NFD-LFPC features are found 
to be significantly higher than NTD-LFPC as well as other two features. MFCC and 
LPCC features that have been widely used in automatic speech recognition application 
have the lowest Elias coefficient. These indicate that MFCC and LPCC appear to be an 
unreliable indicator to distinguish different stress and emotion conditions. 
 
Form these analyses, it can be concluded that energy in different frequency 
bands incorporated with the information of fundamental frequency could be useful in 
detecting stress and emotion utterances. 
 
In summary, an extensive analysis of speech under emotion and stress by the 
use of statistical evaluations are made in order to assess if feature parameters are 
statistically significant stress and emotion relayers. The analysis concentrates on the 
test statistics which determine whether separations between two different feature 
distributions are significant. The evaluations using Elias coefficients are also included 
to verify the results of previous analysis in time-frequency plane for different feature 
parameter distributions. All these results suggest that LFPC feature and NFD-LFPC 





In this chapter, three novel subband based feature extraction methods and are 
presented. The assessments of basic emotion and stress waveforms suggest that 
stressed and emotional contents in speech can be measured by distribution of spectral 
energies across subbands. Hence, three subband based features, LFPC, NFD-FLPC and 
NTD-LFPC are proposed. To compare the performance of subband based features with 
that of traditional features, LPCC and MFCC coefficients are computed. 
 
 Spectral analyses are made to study spectrum variations among different 
speaking conditions. Results show that patterns of spectral energy are different among 
different speaking conditions using LFPC and NFD-LFPC features. Statistical analyses 
are further conducted to confirm the superiority of LFPC and NFD-LFPC features over 
the others. Results show that separation between LFPC and NFD-LFPC features 






Evaluation of Stress and Emotion Classification Using HMM  
 
Several pattern classifiers including Backpropagation Neural Network (BPNN), k-
nearest neighbour (k-NN), Self Organizing Maps (SOM) and k-means are evaluated 
and described in Chapter 4. Classification accuracies of these classifiers based on 
selected traditional feature sets are relatively low. From these experiments, it was 
concluded that the classifier which has the ability to model the series of changes of 
events could be the most suitable classifier to detect stress and emotion in speech. The 
reason is that a particular emotion or stress attribute is not uniformly observed over a 
word or a sentence of that emotion or stress condition.  The Hidden Markov Models 
(HMM) classifier could be one of the best classifiers for this purpose since it has the 
advantages in modelling sequential changes of stress attributes on different phoneme 
classes.  
 
 In this chapter, the application of HMM for stress and emotion classification is 
presented. After designing the classifier, stress and emotion classification experiments 
are conducted. In the first section of this chapter, HMM classifier for stress and 
emotion classification is described. This is followed by details on the conduct of the 
stress and emotion classification experiments. Experimental evaluations are given in 
Section 6.3. Subsequently, performance of stress and emotion classification is 
examined under various system parameters. Then, the proposed system is tested under 
different Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) conditions. Performance of the proposed system 
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is compared with that of previous methods in Section 6.6. Finally, the results obtained 
from several experiments are summarized. 
 
6.1 HMM Classifier for Stress/Emotion Classification 
 
There are two types of HMM classifiers, discrete and continuous. In this thesis, the 
performances of stress/emotion classifier that makes use of both discrete and 
continuous density HMM are investigated. Figure 6.1 shows a block diagram of a 
stress/emotion recognition system using discrete and continuous HMM recognizers. 
 
 Figure 6.1: Stress/emotion classification system using HMM recognizer 
 
For discrete HMM, observations should be discrete symbols and observations 
of continuous signal vectors are quantized via codebooks. This quantization process 
could result in serious degradation. In this regard, HMM with continuous observation 
density has an advantage as it can model continuous signals without quantization. 
 
Each of the discrete and continuous HMM can be classified into two categories 
based on distribution between states. These are left-right and ergodic HMMs. An 
example of left-right and ergodic HMM are shown in Figures 6.2 (a) and (b) 
respectively. In the figures, ,i ja  represents a state transition probability from State i  to 









Stress or Emotion Utterance 
Stress or Emotion Label
Stress or Emotion Label
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     (a)              (b) 
Figure 6.2: (a) Left-right model HMM (b) Ergodic model HMM 
 
The structure of the HMM generally adopted for speech recognition is a left- 
right structure, since phonemes in speech follow strictly from left to right sequence. 
According to Deller [10], the states in the HMM frequently represent identifiable 
acoustic phonemes in speech recognition. The number of states is often chosen to 
roughly correspond to the expected number of phonemes in the utterances. However, 
the best way to determine optimal number of states is to carry out experiments using 
different number of states.  
 
For the case of stress or emotion classification, stress attributes or emotional 
cues contained in an utterance cannot be assumed as specific sequential events in the 
signal. For example, if pause is associated with the Sadness emotion, there is no fixed 
time in the utterance for the pause to occur: it can be an event at the beginning, the 
middle or the end of the utterance. As long as pause occurs, Sadness may be 
considered [25].  For this reason, an ergodic HMM is more suitable for emotion 
22a  
23a  S1 S3S2 
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recognition since for this model, every state can be reached in a single step from every 
other state as can be seen in Figure 6.2(b).    
 
The pauses included in a Sadness emotion can be represented by a spectral 
level using Log-Frequency Power Coefficients (LFPC) features described in the 
previous chapter. Hence, the spectral level in an emotion or stress utterance varies with 
time. It could be low at the time when pauses occur. Each state in an ergodic HMM 
models a spectral level of a stress or emotion utterance.  In Figure 6.2(b), the ergodic 
HMM to model stress or emotion utterance consists of 4 states that represent 4 
different spectral levels. In this HMM, state sequence follows distribution of spectral 
levels which vary randomly with time.  
 
In this ergodic HMM model, the probability of stress or emotion utterances 
given by HMM is computed using the transition probabilities between states and the 
observation probabilities of feature vectors given states. For the case of an observation 
sequence which consists of seven vectors; (1) (2) (7)....X x x x= , where tx denotes a feature 
vector at time t  in the sequence, the probability of observation sequence X  is 
calculated as follows.  
 
In ergodic HMM, the process may start from any state and every state can be 
reached from any other state through a singe step. Therefore, the probability of the 
observation sequence X  and its state transition to make a transition from state i  at 
time 1t  to state j  at time 2t , given the specific stress or emotion HMM model λ , can 
be computed by summing the probabilities of reaching the specific state from all four 
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where ija  is the state transition probability, and ( )( )i tb x  is the observation probability 
of the feature vector ( )tx  given the State i . To compute the probability of the 
observation sequence X  given the HMM λ , all conditional probabilities of X  and S  
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where 'S  represents all the possible state sequences. 
 
 
In this thesis, the classifier that consists of four-state continuous density HMM 
model with two Gaussian mixtures per states is used. Before classification, HMM is 
trained. The state transition probabilities and the output symbol probabilities are 
1t  2t 3t 4t
4 ja
1 ja
2 ja       S1 
   S3 
       S2 
   S4 
j
Figure 6.3: Illustration of sequence of operations required for computation 





uniformly initialized. The output symbol probabilities are smoothed with the uniform 
distribution to avoid the presence of too small probabilities or zero probabilities. A 
separate HMM is obtained for each emotion or stress type of each speaker during the 
training phase. Four training iterations are found to be good enough for convergence of 
likelihoods in all experiments. 60% of the emotion or stress utterances of each speaker 
are used to train each emotion or stress model. After training, six HMM models for six 
emotions and five HMM models for five stress conditions are established for each 
speaker. Recognition tests are conducted on the remaining 40% of the utterances using 
the forward algorithm.  
 
The proposed system is text independent but the system is speaker dependent 
as different sentences or words are used for each speaker and the models are trained for 
the individual speaker. When a test utterance is presented to the system, the utterance 
is scored using the forward algorithm across observed emotion or stress models.  The 
model with the highest score determines the classified emotion or stress. Details of 
HMM theory and implementation can be found in the literatures [10, 11, 138, 142]. 
 
6.1.1 Vector Quantization (VQ)  
 
As discussed above, discrete HMM requires prior quantization of data using method 
such as VQ. The purpose of VQ method is to compress the data for presentation to the 
final stage of the discrete HMM system [143]. A typical process of vector quantization 
is described in the following.  
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In the feature extraction stage, a vector represents a frame of speech samples. 
The vector consists of 12 elements in the cases of LFPC based features and 6 elements 
in Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), and 24 elements in the case of LPC 
based Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC). All the coefficients are normalized before vector 
quantization. A codebook of size 64 is constructed using a large set of vectors 
representing the features of speech frames. The division into 64 clusters is carried out 
according to the LBG algorithm [144], which is an expansion of the Lloyd's algorithm. 
All vectors falling into a particular cluster are coded with the vector representing the 
cluster.  
 
 The quality of codebook (vector quantizer) may be quantified by a distortion 
measure. One distortion measure is the average distance of a vector from its 
corresponding centroid of the codebook. Increasing the codebook size can reduce 
distortion. For speech recognition using MFCC, it is found that the benefit per centroid 
diminishes significantly beyond the size of 32 or 64 [10]. A larger codebook also 
means increased computational load. The experiments in this study show that the 
performance of the proposed system doesnt improve significantly by extending the 
codebook size beyond 64. 
 
 A vector for each speech frame is assigned to a cluster by vector quantization. 
The vector nf  is assigned the codeword ∗nc  according to the best match codebook 
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 ∗∗∗= NcccY ..........21
                                   (6.4) 
 
6.2 Conduct of Experiments 
 
Experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed system by the 
use of three Log-Frequency Power Coefficients (LFPC) based features and 4 state 
continuous HMM classifier. In addition to the proposed system, experiments using 
traditional features of LPCC and MFCC are also conducted for the purpose of 
comparison. First, the performance of the system in classifying all the six basic 
emotions and five stress conditions individually is assessed and it is named as multi-
style stress/emotion classification. For multi-style classification, the HMM with the 
highest score is selected among five stress models or six emotion models for stress 
classification and emotion classification respectively. The recognition rates of 
classification using utterances reserved for testing are shown in Tables 6.1 to 6.4 for all 

















Table 6.1: Average stress classification accuracy by speaker category (SUSAS database) 
(%) 
 
LFPC NFD-LFPC NTD-LFPC MFCC LPCC Speaker 
Mul Pw Mul Pw Mul Pw Mul Pw Mul Pw 
S1 92.1 99.3 92.9 98.8 82.1 90.7 82.9 94.8 84.3 96.4 
S2 88.6 99.3 89.3 98.9 79.3 93.8 55.0 95.5 65.7 85.2 
S3 90.0 98.0 91.4 98.4 77.9 91.2 70.7 92.0 69.3 85.9 
S4 91.4 98.9 90.7 97.1 85.0 94.1 74.3 93.9 71.4 94.5 
S5 85.7 98.2 80.7 97.1 70.0 93.2 60.7 87.3 67.9 90.5 
S6 75.7 92.0 77.9 95.9 65.0 88.9 57.9 88.8 55.7 79.6 
S7 92.1 98.0 86.4 95.9 65.7 85.0 65.0 88.0 64.3 88.0 
S8 88.6 97.1 90.0 97.5 72.1 80.9 67.1 91.2 72.1 87.5 
S9 85.7 97.9 81.4 98.8 74.3 90.9 65.7 95.7 67.1 90.0 
Mean 87.8 97.6 86.7 97.6 74.6 89.9 66.6 91.9 68.6 88.6 
Mul=Multi-style, Pw=Pair-wise 
Table 6.2: Average classification accuracy by stress category (SUSAS database) (%) 
LFPC NFD-LFPC NTD-LFPC MFCC LPCC Stress 
Mul Pw Mul Pw Mul Pw Mul Pw Mul Pw 
Anger 91.7 100.0 90.1 100.0 85.3 96.8 77.0 96.8 75.8 95.2 
Clear 94.5 96.4 92.5 95.6 79.8 85.7 71.4 88.1 85.7 90.9 
Lombard 86.5 96.8 84.1 97.6 67.5 84.1 66.3 90.9 68.2 81.4 
Loud 84.1 100.0 86.1 100.0 70.6 92.4 59.9 97.6 50.8 87.3 
Neutral 82.1 94.9 81.0 94.7 69.8 90.2 58.3 86.2 62.7 88.4 
Mean 87.8 97.6 86.7 97.6 74.6 89.9 66.6 91.9 68.6 88.6 
Mul=Multi-style, Pw=Pair-wise 
 
Table 6.3: Average emotion classification accuracy by speaker category (ESMBS 
database) (%) 
 
LFPC NFD-LFPC NTD-LFPC MFCC LPCC Speaker Mdn Bur Mdn Bur Mdn Bur Mdn Bur Mdn Bur 
S1_M 95.8 83.3 95.8 87.5 95.8 66.7 91.7 70.8 58.3 70.8 
S2_M 66.7 86.1 70.8 83.3 66.7 75.0 79.2 69.4 50.0 61.1 
S3_M 95.8 87.5 87.5 83.3 91.7 66.7 79.2 66.7 91.7 66.7 
S4_F 100.0 91.7 100.0 79.2 91.7 79.2 83.3 79.2 62.5 62.5 
S5_F 95.8 83.3 95.8 83.3 91.7 79.2 66.7 83.3 83.3 66.7 
S6_F 91.7 91.7 75.0 87.5 62.5 79.2 70.8 83.3 54.2 79.2 
Mean 91.0 87.3 87.5 84.0 83.4 74.3 78.5 75.5 66.7 67.8 
Mean 89.2 85.8 78.9 77 67.3 
S1_M= Speaker1(male), S4_M=Speaker4(female), Mdn=Mandarin, Bur=Burmese 
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Table 6.4: Average classification accuracy by emotion category (ESMBS database) (%) 
 
LFPC NFD-LFPC NTD-LFPC MFCC LPCC Emotion 
Mdn Bur Mdn Bur Mdn Bur Mdn Bur Mdn Bur 
Anger 100.0 95.8 100.0 95.8 91.7 97.2 95.8 100.0 100.0 95.8 
Disgust 95.8 100.0 75.0 93.1 75.0 75.0 54.2 77.8 29.2 76.4 
Fear 83.3 91.7 83.3 95.8 83.3 97.2 79.2 83.3 58.3 69.5 
Joy 70.8 77.8 70.8 73.6 66.7 47.2 66.7 50.0 58.3 58.3 
Sadness 95.8 95.8 95.8 95.8 100.0 87.5 91.7 87.5 100.0 87.5 
Surprise 100.0 62.5 100.0 50.0 83.3 41.7 83.3 54.2 54.2 19.5 
Mean 91.0 87.3 87.5 84.0 83.4 74.3 78.5 75.5 66.7 67.8 
Mean 89.2 85.8 78.9 77 67.3 
Mdn=Mandarin, Bur=Burmese 
 
As stated in the previous chapters, the utterances of certain emotions, such as 
Anger, Surprise and Joy have similar acoustic features [22], [54-78]. If these emotions 
are grouped together and distinguished as a group, the accuracy of classification should 
improve. For ease of description, this is referred to as reduced set classification. 
 
For reduced set classification, the grouping shown in Table 6.5 is used. Since 
Anger, Surprise and Joy emotion styles are manifested similarly in energy distribution, 
these three emotions are put into one group (G3). Fear, Sadness and Disgust emotions 
also have similar spectral distributions and are put into another group (G4).  
 
Table 6.5: Grouping of emotions 
Emotion Group Group Members 
G1 Anger
G2 Sadness 
G3 Anger, Surprise, Joy 
G4 Fear, Disgust, Sadness 
 
Two additional experiments are carried out to distinguish the groups of 
emotions. The first experiment is carried out to distinguish between the two extreme 
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emotions of Anger (G1) and Sadness (G2).  And, the second experiment is conducted 
to distinguish between emotion groups G3 and G4. Average performances of these 
experiments are summarized in Table 6.6.  
 
Table 6.6: Average emotion classification accuracy by group test (ESMBS database) 
(%) 
 
LFPC  NFD-LFPC  NTD-LFPC Emotion 
G1/G2 G3/G4 G1/G2 G3/G4 G1/G2 G3/G4 
Mandarin 100 91 100 90.3 100 88.9 
Burmese 100 95.8 100 96.8 100 94.7 
Mean 100 93.4 100 93.6 100 91.8 
 
For the case of stress utterances, the experiments are conducted to classify 
between each Stress type and Neutral style and it is named as pair-wise stress 
classification. For pair-wise classification, the stress style for the model that gives the 
higher score is taken as the style to be identified. The pair-wise classification 
performances are summarized in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 together with multi-style stress 
classification results. 
 
6.2.1 Results of Stress Classification  
 
First, the performance of the system in classifying five individual stress conditions is 
assessed. From the results summarized in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, it can be seen that 
accuracies of 87.8% and 86.7% are achieved using LFPC and NFD-LFPC features 
respectively. However, the performances using NTD-LFPC, MFCC and LPCC 
features are not as good with the average classification accuracies of 74.6%, 66.6% 
and 68.6% respectively. The classification accuracies are also consistent across all 
speaking styles using LFPC and NFD-LFPC features.  
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To further confirm the superiority of LFPC feature over the others, experiments 
to classify Neutral and each Stress condition are conducted. From results shown in 
Tables 6.1 and 6.2, it is observed that all four stress styles Anger, Clear, Lombard and 
Loud can be well differentiated from Neutral style. The overall classification rates 
using LFPC, NFD-LFPC, NTD-LFPC, MFCC and LPCC are 97.6%, 97.6%, 89.9%, 
91.9% and 88.6% respectively. The classification performances are found to be 
consistent across all stress styles using LFPC and NFD-LFPC features. The mean pair-
wise classification rates by LFPC and NFD-LFPC are higher than the mean pair-wise 
classification accuracy (89.1%) reported by Cairns [35] where the same database is 
used to evaluate the same speaking styles.  
 
6.2.2 Results of Emotion Classification  
 
The best average rates of classification for the Mandarin and Burmese utterances are 
91% and 87.3% respectively. Both are obtained when using LFPC features. It is noted 
that the classification results are higher than human classification performance of 
65.7% that is mentioned in Chapter 3. As for selection of feature parameters, the 
average percentages of classification accuracy using LFPC, NFD-LFPC, NTD-LFPC, 
MFCC and LPCC are 89.2%, 85.8%, 78.9%, 77% and 67.3% respectively. This shows 
that LFPC and NFD-LFPC are good selections as feature parameters for emotion 
classification in speech. 
 
It is observed that grouping of emotions gives rise to much improved accuracy 
of classification. When the emotions are put into two groups, G3 and G4, the 
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classification accuracy increases to 93.4% and 93.6% compared with the classification 
accuracy for six individual emotions when using LFPC and NFD-LFPC features. As 
expected, the classification score between Anger and Sadness is the highest (100%) 
since the Agitation level of emotion in Anger differs considerably from Sadness.  
 
6.3 Discussion of Results 
 
To determine the best features for stress and emotion classification, experiments are 
conducted using three LFPC based features as well as two traditional features MFCC 
and LPCC. In all experiments, the results of the three LFPC based features performed 
better than two traditional features MFCC and LPCC, with LFPC feature performing 
the best. LFPC feature is very consistent in classifying stress or emotions across 
different styles (rates fall in the range: 94.5% ~ 82.1% for stress classification and 
100% ~ 62.5% for emotion classification). NFD-LFPC feature also keeps the 
consistency but decreases the performance by 1.1% for stress and 3.4% for emotion in 
terms of average classification accuracy.  
 
When comparing two TEO based LFPC features, NFD-LFPC feature 
outperforms NTD-LFPC feature by 12.1% for stress and 6.9% for emotion 
classification. For the two traditional features, MFCC has better average classification 
accuracy than LPCC feature. However, these features seem to have difficulties in 
differentiating some emotion and stress styles and results show less consistency across 
different speaking conditions. The reason is that these features depend on vocal tract 
spectral structure and are mainly designed for speech recognition. 
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For detailed stress and emotion classification, the results are significantly better 
than chances, wherein each stress is recognized for one-fifth (20%) and each emotion 
is classified for one-sixth (17%) of the times it is classified using three LFPC based 
features. Anger has the greatest recognition rate for both emotion and stress 
classification tasks. This is expected since Anger is among the most unique in the six 
emotion sets as well as in five stress conditions. The classification performances of all 
emotion and stress conditions are well above chances. 
 
When similar emotions are grouped together, the percentage recognition 
improves dramatically. The result of classification between high arousal group (G3) 
and low arousal group (G4) shows an increase in average classification accuracy by 
4.2% compare to multi-style classification. When classifying two extreme emotions of 
Anger and Sadness, the performance increase is the highest with an accuracy of 100%.  
 
For pair-wise stress classification, results show that LFPC and NFD-LFPC 
features are able to classify well stressed speech from neutral speech with the accuracy 
of 97.6%. Consistency across different stress categories can also be observed for these 
two features. All these results suggest that consistency and importance of LFPC and 
NFD-LFPC features from multi-style to pair-wise or grouped classification.  
 
The high accuracy of both stress and emotion classification by LFPC suggests 
that variation of intensity values across subbands in FFT based log-frequency scale 
provides essential information for distinguishing different stress and emotion in 
speech. The comparative performance between NTD-LFPC and NFD-LFPC also 
shows that nonlinear variation of energy distribution in frequency domain is more 
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significant than that in time domain for discriminating different stress and emotion in 
speech.  
 
Based on the analysis made in Chapter 5, LFPC representations show the most 
conspicuous difference among different stress and emotion styles. However, TEO 
operation suppresses certain intensity values in the frequency range 3kHz to 3.7kHz 
down to near zero because of nonlinear property analysis (Figure 5.6(c)). This results 
in the loss of important information on high frequency energy, which is an essential 
feature of Anger stress style [93]. This further explains the superior performance of 
LFPC over the TEO-based LFPC features.   
 
Between NFD-LFPC and NTD-LFPC, it is also observed in the analyses in 
Chapter 5 that nonlinear energy variations in frequency domain present more 
significant discrimination among different emotion and stress conditions. The 
experimental results also prove that NFD-LFPC features outperform NTD-LFPC 
features for stress and emotion classifications. This shows that Teager Energy 
operation in frequency domain is more capable than in time domain to classify stress.  
 
According to the study by Cairns [35], it is suggested that Teager Energy 
profile alone is not sufficient to reliably separate Lombard effect speech from Neutral 
speech. He recommended that the features related to spectral shape should be 
incorporated to TEO based features to separate these two speaking conditions. The 
results show that TEO together with LFPC, which represent spectral energy in 
subbands, can indeed differentiate Lombard effect from Neutral speech with higher 
accuracy.  
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Cairns [35] stated that TEO based nonlinear features are able to differentiate 
well Stressed speech from Neutral speech, however, their performance degrades when 
classifying Clear speech from Neutral. Speech production consists of linear and 
nonlinear components [35], but nonlinear effect may not be prominent when producing 
Neutral and Clear speech. Linear feature such as fundamental frequency works well in 
classifying different stress styles [13]. The results show that linear acoustic features 
(for example, LFPC) are important in representing stressed speech signals. All these 
observations show that LFPC is a good selection as feature parameter for stress 
classification of speech.  
 
As for emotion classification performance across utterances of different 
languages, results presented in Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show that similar overall accuracy is 
obtained across the two languages adopted, namely Burmese and Mandarin.  For 
detailed comparison, average performance of three LFPC based features is presented 
for individual emotion of two different languages in Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4:  Comparison of average emotion classification performance of Mandarin 
and Burmese languages (ESMBS database) 
 
 
The reason for using average performance of the three LFPC based features is 
that since they are more suitable to detect emotion than traditional features. The figure 
shows that the classification accuracies are consistent across all emotions except for 
Surprise emotion. Emotions with the highest accuracy rate are of Anger and Sadness, 
followed by Fear and Disgust in both languages. Joy emotion has the lowest 
recognition rate in both languages. It can be concluded that Joy is a difficult emotion to 
recognize from vocal expression. However, Anger reaches the highest classification 
accuracy in both languages. The reason may be loudness and speaking rate are the 
most attention getting vocal cues to classify Anger emotion.  
 
Except for differences in Surprise emotion, the data show high degree of 
similarity in expressing vocal emotions between two languages. The findings of this 
study support the hypothesis stated in Section 2.3 that there are cross-cultural 
agreements in characteristics of expressing vocal emotions. All these data suggest an 
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existence of similar inference rules from vocal expression across languages De Silva 
[100] and Scherer [99]. 
 
In general, relatively high accuracies are obtained for both stress and emotion 
classification experiments by using subband based features (LFPC, NFD-LFPC) and 
HMM classifier. Both databases (SUSAS and ESMBS) contain stress and emotion 
utterances which are different in their acoustic characteristics among different 
categories. However, as discussed in Chapter 3, the utterances which express their 
emotion by semantic meaning are classified with low accuracy since the acoustic 
characteristics of these utterances are very similar to neutral speech. 
 
Graphical User Interface for real time Stress/Emotion Detection System 
(SEDS) is shown in Appendix D. Before testing, system should be trained. Once the 
system is trained, it can be tested in real time.  
 
6.4 Performance Analysis under Different System Parameters 
 
A series of experiments are carried out by varying several parameters in formulating 
the best feature parameter LFPC and HMM classifier. The results are described in 
several graphical representations. In all graphs, the percentage of recognition of stress 
database is averaged across all subjects and that of emotion database is averaged across 
all subject as well as two languages.  
 
Firstly, the impact of stress and emotion classification across different subband 
frequency ranges in computing LFPC feature is considered. Different subband 
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frequency scales are calculated by varying α  values. The resultant center frequency 
and bandwidths of different frequency ranges are tabulated in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 of 
Chapter 5 for both stress and emotion utterances. The smallest frequency range is 90Hz 
~ 690Hz for stress and 100Hz ~ 748Hz for emotion utterances with the alpha value of 
1. The largest frequency ranges go up to about half of the sampling frequency starting 
from 90Hz with the alpha value of 1.3 and 100Hz with the alpha value of 1.39 for 
stress and emotion samples respectively.  
 
The average performances of stress and emotion recognition under various 
alpha values are presented in Figure 6.5(a). It is observed that the best average results 
are obtained when subband frequency goes up to about half of the sampling frequency 
with the largest alpha values in both stress and emotion detection tasks.  
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of stress/emotion classification system performance (a) across 




 The study made in Chapter 4 suggested that F0 information should be 
preserved in formulating feature parameters. To further confirm this observation, 
experiments are conducted by inflating the bandwidths of lower order subband filters 
so as to remove F0 information. Fant [136] stated that maximum fundamental 
frequency of female is 225Hz and that of male is 132Hz. Therefore, the resulting 
subband frequency ranges after removing F0 information are 150Hz ~ 3.8kHz for stress 
utterances and 230Hz ~ 7.2kHz for emotional speech samples. Stress database includes 
only male utterances and emotion database contains both male and female utterances. 
The comparison of system performance before and after removing F0 information is 
presented in Figure 6.5(b). It is found that preservation of F0 information is important 
in formulating features to detect emotion and stress in speech. 
 
The effects of frame size and size of overlapping frame are also investigated. 
Figure 6.6(a), shows the performances of three different combinations of window and 
frame sizes. The proposed choice of parameters (frame size of 16ms and frame rate of 
9ms) gives the best performance of emotion detection. For stress classification, frame 
size of 20ms and frame rate of 13ms perform the best. This confirms that window size 
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of stress/emotion classification system performance (a) across 
different window sizes and frame rates (b) under various HMM states. 
 
To assess the effect of the number of states for the HMM model, experiments 
are carried out using continuous HMM models with one to eight states. The results are 
presented in Figure 6.6(b). It is observed that HMM with 4 states delivers the best 
optimal performance of both stress and emotion detection. To further confirm the 
number of states 4 is optimal, the transition of states for different emotion utterances 
using 4, 5 and 6 states HMM is investigated. The state transition diagrams for the 
utterances of the Disgust emotion and Anger stress using 4, 5 and 6-state HMM are 




Figure 6.7: Waveform and state transition diagrams of Disgust utterance spoken by the 





Figure 6.8: Waveform and state transition diagrams of the Anger utterance of the 
word destination spoken by male speaker (SUSAS stress database) 
 
From the figures, it can be observed that a high percentage of the feature 
vectors stay in the four of the states if there are more than 4 states. The states are 
regarded as representing the spectral energy contents in this case. 
 
To observe the effect of feature data quantization, the performance of 
continuous HMM is compared with that of discrete HMM. The results are presented in 
Figure 6.9(a). As expected, continuous HMM performs better than discrete HMM. The 
reason is that discrete HMM requires vector quantization process which results in data 
degradation. 
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of stress/emotion classification system performance (a) 
between continuous and discrete HMMs (b) between ergodic and left-right model 
HMM. 
 
Finally, performance of ergodic HMM is compared with left-right model HMM 
and the result is shown in Figure 6.9(b). As discussed above, ergodic model performs 
better than left-right model which has been widely used in speech recognition. It is 
confirmed that ergodic HMM is better able to model random spectral variations 
included in stress and emotion utterances. It is evident from the analysis presented 
above that the proposed system (LFPC feature and continuous ergodic model HMM) is 
well suited for stress and emotion classification tasks. 
 
6.5 Performance Analysis under Noisy Conditions 
 
In this section, performance of the proposed system is evaluated using signals with  
signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of 10dB, 20dB and 30dB. Additive White Gaussian 
Noise (AWGN) is applied as this type of noise has more pronounced impact on speech 
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recognition performance than cooling fan noise and aircraft cockpit noise [86]. 
Evaluations under noisy conditions are made using the top three LFPC based features. 
 
 The system is trained using noise free samples and tested on noisy samples. 
The performances of multi-style, pair-wise and group emotion and stress 
classifications under three SNR conditions are presented in Tables 6.7 and 6.8. Table 
6.7 summarizes the average performance across all speakers of two languages, 
Mandarin and Burmese. Table 6.8 summarizes the average performance of all speakers 
of stress database. 
 
Table 6.7: Emotion classification performance under noisy conditions (ESMBS 
database) (%) 
 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) 
10dB 20dB 30dB Features 
Mul G1/G2 G3/G4 Mul G1/G2 G3/G4 Mul G1/G2 G3/G4
LFPC 35.3 71.9 64.6 65.6 94.8 80.8 78.3 97.9 88.8 
NFD-LFPC 38.7 71.9 70.4 60.8 88.5 77.9 72.3 95.8 83.3 
NTD-LFPC 28.1 55.2 56.3 47.9 79.2 62.5 62.5 88.9 74.2 
 
Table 6.8: Stress classification performance under noisy conditions (SUSAS database) 
(%)  
 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) 
10dB 20dB 30dB Features 
Mul Pw Mul Pw Mul Pw 
LFPC 41.5 83.7 68.7 93.8 81.3 95.5 
NFD-LFPC 41.7 82.8 66 92 78.9 95.2 






All are open test results of three SNR conditions using three LFPC based 
features. LFPC and NFD-LFPC features outperform NTD-LFPC features for all tested 
noisy conditions. As expected, as SNR decreases, recognition rates also decrease. 
However, the decrease is gradual. For a decrease of SNR from 30dB to 10dB, the 
accuracy of classification of multi-style speaking conditions using LFPC drops from 
81.3% to 41.5% for stress and it drops from 78.3% to 35.3% for emotion classification.   
 
The two features, LFPC and NFD-LFPC show the performance, 41.5% and 
41.7% for stress and 35.3% and 38.7% for emotional speech corrupted by AWGN 
noise at 10dB. These rates establish lower limits of recognition performance in noisy 
environments. As SNR increases, the recognition rates also increases significantly. 
However, the performance of NTD-LFPC is severely affected for signals with  SNR of 
10dB of multi-style as well as pair-wise and group classifications for both stress and 
emotion utterances.  
 
Performance of emotion classification between groups, G3 and G4 results in 
29.3% and 31.7% improvement in recognition performance over multi-style 
classification at 10dB SNR condition using LFPC and NFD-LFPC respectively. For 
pair-wise stress classification, the average recognition rates increases by 42.2% and 
41.1% by LFPC and NFD-LFPC features respectively at SNR of 10dB. 
 
In view of the above analysis, LFPC and NFD-LFPC features are more robust 
under noisy conditions than NTD-LFPC features. Performance decrease using NTD-
LFPC features may be due to lose of information on intensity variations across 
different frequency bands resulting from nonlinear analysis in time domain. 
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In general, it can be anticipated that the performance of the ASR degrades with 
increase in noise when stress and emotion classifications are to be included in ASR.  
 
6.6 Performance of Other Methods 
 
Finally, the performance of other approaches of stress and emotion classifications is 
studied. Other approaches for stress classification include TEO based nonlinear 
features by Cairns [35], Zhou [13] and wavelet based subband features by Sarikaya 
[93]. The stress styles considered and the average accuracy of classification of the 
three approaches are summarized in Table 6.9.  
 
Table 6.9: Performances of other methods (Stress classification) 
AVERAGE 






linear  features [35] 
Anger, Clear, Lombard, Loud, Neutral 




linear  features [13]  
Anger, Lombard, Loud, Neutral 




G1(Anger and Loud), G2(Cond50/70, 
Neutral and Soft), G3(Fast), 
G4(Question), G5(Slow), G6(Clear), 
G7(Lombard) 
7 stress categories 
(Text dependent, Speaker dependent) 
70 Not available 
 
 
The three systems [35, 93, 13] are different from each other in terms of 
classified stress styles and speaker dependency. Of the three approaches, the wavelet 
based subband method proposed by Sarikaya [93] has the lowest average classification 
accuracy of 70%. However, seven stress categories are considered as compared with 
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four to five for the other two methods. The low figure is also attributed to the duration 
normalization required by the classifier [93]. 
 
The performance of the other approaches of emotion classification is presented 
in Table 6.10. These other approaches include ASSESS Method [19], statistical pattern 
recognition by Dellaert [20] and Neural Network classification by Nicholson [21].  
 
Table 6.10: Performances of other methods (Emotion classification) 





ASSESS Method[19] Afraid, Happiness, Neutral, Sadness, 
Anger 
(Text dependent, Speaker independent)
55% 
Pattern Recognition 
by Dellaert [20] 
 
Happiness, Sadness, Anger and Fear. 




by Nicholson [21] 
Joy, Teasing, Fear, Sadness, Disgust, 
Anger, Surprise, Neutral 




Note that the classification systems differ in speaker dependency, text 
dependency, the number and type of emotions classified and the size of the database 
used. ASSESS Method [19] and Neural Network by Nicholson [21] have the lowest 
performances in all methods. McGilloway [19] claims that the reason for lower 
classification performance is the use of longer emotion utterances in which information 
at expressive peaks is diluted. For the case of emotion classification by Neural 
Network, Nicholson [21] suggested that different topologies of neural network should 
be used to improve performance. 
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The performance of proposed stress/emotion classification system is 
summarized in Table 6.11. It is found that performance of proposed system is 
comparable to other approaches.  
 
Table 6.11: Performance of proposed system using LFPC  
AVERAGE 




Stress Classification Anger, Clear, Lombard, Loud, Neutral 
(Text independent, Speaker dependent) 97.6 87.8 
Emotion 
Classification 
Anger, Dislike, Fear, Happiness, 
Sadness, Surprise 







In this chapter, the performance of a stress and emotion classification system using 
four-state continuous density ergodic HMM with two Gaussian mixtures per state for 
each emotion or stress style is investigated. Five stress styles of Anger, Clear, 
Lombard, Loud and Neutral are classified individually. The average accuracy of 87.8% 
is obtained. Experiments to classify between each Stress style and Neutral state are 
also conducted. The average accuracy of 97.6% is achieved. 
 
For emotion classification, the average accuracy of 89.2% is obtained in 
classifying six emotions of Anger, Disgust, Fear, Joy, Sadness and Surprise 
individually. When emotions with similar characteristics are grouped together, the 
average accuracy of classification is as high as 93.4%. 
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The performance of the proposed system with different system parameters is 
compared. The system that uses LFPC features and continuous ergodic HMM 
classifier is found to be the best system to detect stress and emotion. Results of 
experiments using signals of different SNRs show that LFPC and NFD-LFPC features 
are more robust than other features under noisy environments.  
 
Finally, performance of the proposed system is compared with that of other 
stress and emotion classification systems. It is found that the stress and emotion 
classification accuracy of the proposed system is higher than those achieved using 





Conclusions and Directions for Future Research 
 
In this thesis, a novel system for stress and emotion classification is proposed.  
Evaluations that concentrate in identifying the effect of emotion and stress on vocal 
system are carried out. It is found that the characteristics of speech utterances are 
altered when producing stress or emotion. From this knowledge, the best acoustic 
features that are important for stress and emotion detection are selected from several 
traditional features. The features such as pitch, spectral distribution and speaking rate 
parameters function as basic acoustic parameters to characterize stress and emotion. 
Based on these basic features, effective features that are more reliable and robust for 
stress and emotion classification are selected. 
 
It is found that linear Log Frequency Power Coefficients (LFPC) and nonlinear 
acoustic features (Teager Energy Operation based LFPC) are important in representing 
speaking styles. Nonlinear acoustic features are investigated in both time domain 
(NTD-LFPC) and frequency domain (NFD-LFPC). Stress and emotions are classified 
using these features and  a 4-state ergodic HMM recognizer.  
 
Short time LFPC based features represent the energy distribution of the signal 
in different Log frequency bands. Spectral analysis shows that distribution of energy is 
dependent on emotion and stress type and this serves as a good indication of several 
emotion or stress conditions. These coefficients also provide important information on 
the fundamental frequency of speech. By integrating these coefficients with ergodic 
HMM recognizer, the variation of F0 values and speaking rate are taken into account 
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and the proposed system is able to take into consideration the most important 
parameters in stressed and emotional speech recognition. 
 
The system is evaluated for multi-style, pair-wise and grouped stress and 
emotion classifications using data from SUSAS (Speech Under Simulated and Actual 
Stress) database and ESMBS (Emotional Speech of Mandarin and Burmese Speakers) 
database under noisy and noise free conditions. Six different emotion: Anger, Disgust, 
Fear, Joy, Sadness and Surprise are classified. Five speaking conditions for stress 
classification include Anger, Clear, Lombard, Loud and Neutral. Results show that 
very high classification rates can be achieved using the LFPC and NFD-LFPC as 
features for multi-style, pair-wise and grouped stress and emotion classifications. The 
average accuracy of classification using LFPC is higher than that using nonlinear 
LFPC. The average accuracy of 89.2% and the best accuracy of 100% can be achieved 
in classifying the six basic emotions individually. The results are better than the 
accuracy of 65.7% achieved by human assessment. The results of the experiments 
show that a higher accuracy can be achieved if the six basic emotions of similar nature 
are merged into fewer groups.  
 
For the classification of five stress conditions individually, the average 
accuracy obtained is 87.8% and the best accuracy achieved is 92.1%. When conducting 
pair-wise classification between Neutral and Stressed speech, the average and the best 
accuracies are as high as 97.6% and 99.3% respectively.  
 
When comparing LFPC based features and two traditional features (MFCC and 
LPCC), it is found that proposed features (LFPC, NFD-LFPC and NTD-LFPC) 
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perform well over the two traditional features. The average recognition rates increased 
from 68.6% to 87.8% for stress classification and from 67.3% to 89.2% for emotion 
classification.  
 
Statistical analysis has also shown that separation between feature parameter 
distributions of different emotions or stress conditions is the most significant factor 
when using LFPC and NFD-LFPC features. It can therefore be concluded that energy 
distribution of the signal in different log frequency bands provides a good 
representation of the emotion and stress styles.  
 
Comparing the two approaches for TEO operation, it is observed that nonlinear 
variation of energy distribution in the frequency domain provides a better 
representation than that in the time domain. In addition, the accuracy of classification 
is also fairly consistent across all speaking conditions.  
 
As for the performance of the proposed system under noisy conditions, as 
expected, the average accuracy of classification decreases as SNR of the input speech 
signal decreases. However, the performance of the proposed system does not degrade 
drastically but degrades gradually with increasing additive Gaussian noise. Lower limit 
of noisy classification performances are 38.7% for emotion and 41.7% for stress at 
10dB SNR condition.  
 
System performance of stress classification in noise free environments has also 
shown that great improvement when it is compared with the Cairnss work [35] as 
shown in Table 6.9. In general, overall system performances in noise free 
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environments are well above the previous works that have been presented by several 
researchers as can be seen in Tables 6.9 and 6.10. After an extensive literature search, 
none of the literatures can be found for stress and emotion classification in noisy 
environments. The proposed system in this thesis demonstrated robustness in noisy 
environments.  
 
Some of the suggestions for future research are discussed in the following. 
Feature extraction methodologies can be improved in several aspects. Firstly, detailed 
analysis could be made to identify the subband frequency regions which are more 
informative to represent emotions. This investigation could make a suggestion on new 
frequency scaling parameters which would emphasize more on important frequency 
regions. Secondly, the two best features, linear LFPC feature and nonlinear feature 
NFD-LFPC should be combined since speech production consists of linear and non-
linear components [35]. Linear features are useful in discriminating between Neutral 
and Clear speech. However, nonlinear features are important to differentiate Stressed 




                                
 
Ergodic HMM can be modified to model the spectral variations of stress and 
emotion utterances in a better way. A two-Layer ergodic HMM which is a modified 
ergodic HMM is shown in Figure 7.1. Ergodic HMM can model random spectral 
changes that include in stress and emotion utterances. However, spectral level within a 
short period of time may not change dramatically to the other level and it is a gradual 
up or down variation which follows a specific sequence. This could be modeled by 
placing the left-right state sequence within each state of ergodic HMM as an inner 
dimension. Hence, inner layer of left-right 3 state HMM is placed in each state of 
ergodic HMM. The outer layer intends to observe an intensity level which is not 
uniform and which does not follow a specific sequence over a stressed sentence. The 
inner layer intends to model the gradual spectral changes which could follow specific 
sequential events within a short-time period. This two-layer Hidden Markov Model 
could model the transition between spectral levels along the utterances. 
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Classification of stress and emotion in speech remains an interesting and 
challenging problem for future research. The above modified feature extraction 
algorithm with new subband frequency scale and two-layer Hidden Markov Model 
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Table A.1: List of Anger emotion sentences 
Database Sentence 
You are always late. 
Dont come here. 
What do you take for me? 
All my anger will fall on you. 
Dont take my things without discipline. 
You never kept in your mind, how often I tell you. 
I am going to kill you. 
Dont touch me I hate you. 
Get out now. 
Burmese 
Shut up. 
You are not fair to me.  
I am going to kill you.  
From now on, you can watch one program a week. 
You get out of here. 
Youd better be keeping an eye out of us. 
Tell us. 
You are going to ruin your life. 
Why dont you answer the call? 
Nothing make sense anymore. 
Mandarin 










Table A.2: List of Disgust emotion sentences 
Database Sentence 
I dont want to wear this dress.  
I dont like this color.  
The room is too dark. 
What an odd thing! 
I dont like this stuff. 
The kitchen seems never be cleaned. 
What a bad taste of your curry! 
What a boring lecturer I have ever seen! 
You say this style is nice, hey man, are your 
eyes still okay? 
Burmese 
I have nothing to do with her. 
I dont like the way you do it!  
I dont want to go.  
You boys are watching too much television. 
I cant wear these pants. 
Everyone will laugh at me. 
Everybody I know has better clothes than I do. 
No way, mother. 
I am not going to wear them. 
They are the wrong kind. 
Mandarin 














Table A.3: List of Fear emotion sentences 
Database Sentence 
Nobody accompanies me.  
The water is too deep.  
It is frightening. 
Hey, wed better take the other way. 
Its too dark, I cant see anything. 
See, there are two red eyes in the dark. 
Listen, can you hear the sound from the room. 
Help, the dog is chasing me. 
Did you say we are now in the middle of 
cemetery? 
Burmese 
Lets hide under the bed, father is coming. 
I am going to die.  
He will deteriorate and die.  
Its a dangerous operation. 
She may well die in the operation room. 
Shell get worse and die. 
Otherwise its death anyway. 
Please dont kill me. 
The driver seems to be drinking 
Gun men are looking for you. 
Mandarin 














Table A.4: List of Joy emotion sentences 
Database Sentence 
Hey, you pass the exam.  
Your baby is so cute.  
Hey, father buys me a big doll. 
Wonderful! I get the grade A+. 
Incredible! I win the state lottery. 
What a beautiful scene! 
I am happy to see you all.  
Mum, I am home, I am home back. 
We, all three, pass with credit. 
Burmese 
He says he forgives me. 
I have succeeded. I won.  
I struck the first prize of one million.  
We are going to be fine. 
Its is an improvement. 
On the whole youre doing so much better. 
Ive got two smart boys. 
I like it. 
This is great music. 
Thats fabulous, Carson. 
Mandarin 
















Table A.5: List of Sadness emotion sentences 
Database Sentence 
I feel so sad.  
My little dog died.  
I really feel so sad, believe me I didnt know it. 
This year, I failed again. 
All my money was gone with my lost purse. 
We will never see her again. 
Sorry, I didnt intend to hurt you. 
The news says all died in the plane crash. 
I feel quite miserable to see my poor mother. 
Burmese 
I cannot do anything but to loose. 
Your daddy isnt coming back.  
Life is meaningless. I want to die.  
I dont want him to go. 
I want him to stay here with us. 
But, hes got to go. 
Make him come back. 
I cant. I just cant. 
I love my dad. 
Your daddy did some bad things. Real bad 
things. 
Mandarin 














Table A.6: List of Surprise emotion sentences 
Database Sentence 
Snake! Snake!  
Five distinctions!  
You know, the results just come out. 
The tree is broking down onto the hut. 
What, he wins the girls love! 
Oh, he is still alive. 
What, you say, I fail the exam. 
What, he passes with credit! I dont believe 
your words. 
Goal, Goal, an expected corner kick! 
Burmese 
What, No No Its impossible. 
He has woken up.  
Is it real?  
Rats!!! 
Hey, look there! I saw rats!!!! 
They are bigger than cats!!! 
Why not? 
What you going to do, mother? 
Look at all these things!! 
Whats happen to Maranda? 
Mandarin 








B.1 Fundamental Frequency 
 
 
The speech signal is first passed through the lowpass filter at 900Hz to 
eliminate the effects of intensity variation and background noise. Then, the signal is 
segmented by a window size of 30ms. The window is updated at every 20ms. To find 
the periodicity, autocorrelation function of windowed speech signal is computed. 
Autocorrelation function )(kRn  for a segment of length N of speech samples 
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and 
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However, autocorrelation representation retains too many peaks as shown in 









Figure B.1: Example waveforms and autocorrelations of the word histogram by the 
male speaker of SUSAS database; (a) before center-clipping; (b) after center-clipping 
 
To make the periodicity prominent and suppress other distracting features of 
the signal, a spectrum flattening technique called center-clipping function is applied 
prior to computing the autocorrelation function. Before applying the center-clipping 
function, the clipping level is defined. If the clipping level is too high, fewer peaks 
exceed the clipping level and thus fewer pulses appear in the output. On the other 
hand, if the clipping level is too low, more peaks pass through the clipper and 
autocorrelation function becomes more complex. Clearest indication of periodicity can 
be obtained for the highest possible clipping level. Center-clipping function )]([ nxC  
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where CL  is clipping level and )(ny  is speech signal after center-clipping.  
 
The windowed speech signal is divided into three equal segments. The clipping 
level is 68% of minimum of maximum absolute values of the first and the third 
segments of the speech signal as recommended by Rabiner [128]. Then, the speech 
signal is clipped and the autocorrelation function is computed as shown in Figure B.1 
(b). The largest peak of the autocorrelation function is located in the frequency range 
60Hz to 320Hz and this peak value is compared to a threshold value. The threshold is 
set at 40% of energy of center clipped waveform. If the peak value falls below the 
threshold value, the segment is defined as unvoiced segment and if it is above the 
threshold, fundamental frequency is defined as location of the largest peak value of the 
autocorrelation function in the frequency range 60Hz to 320Hz. More details about this 
autocorrelation fundamental frequency detection algorithm can be found in Rabiner 
[128]. 
 
B.2 Short-Term Energy Measurement 
 
 
The short-term energy is computed in every 5ms segment of the speech wave 
form. Short-term energy measure for the N length frame ending at time m is given by 
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B.3 Power Spectral Density 
 
 
The N  speech samples are sectioned into /K N M= segments of 
512M = samples. The segments overlap each other in 256 samples. Hanning window 
( )w n  is applied directly to the data segments before computation of periodograms. 
Since segments are overlapped, periodograms are dependent. Thus, the effect of 
windowing before computing periodograms reduces variance and achieves smoothing 
of the spectrum with the concomitant reduction of resolution. Then, direct computation 
of power spectral estimate is made using FFT. Before computing power spectrum 
estimate, K  modified periodograms are calculated by the following equation.  
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In this case, spectrum window is proportional to the squared magnitude of the Fourier 
Transform of the window. Hence, the spectrum window is always positive. This in 
turn, the spectrum estimate ( )wxxB ω is also positive as well. More details about the 




Speech signal is first segmented into 20ms frames. Then, fundamental 
frequency is computed from the segment. If fundamental frequency is zero, unvoiced 
portions are defined. Each voiced segment is weighted by a Hamming window to 
reduce spectral leakage. Then, an inverse filter ( )A z  based on linear prediction 
technique is designed. Initial estimates of formant frequencies and bandwidths are 
obtained by solving the roots of polynomial ( )A z . This method guarantees that all 
possible formant frequency and bandwidth candidates are extracted. These initial 
estimates are referred to as raw data since these data may or may not correspond to 
actual formant values. These raw data for the bandwidth B  and frequency F  for any 
complex root z  are obtained by the following equations. 
 
 ( ) lnsB f zπ= −                    (B.8) 
 
[ ]1 ( 2 ) tan ( ) ( )s m eF f I z R zπ −=                  (B.9) 
 
where sf  is the sampling frequency. From these raw data, the actual formant frequency 
and bandwidth are calculated by using the algorithm of Markel [124]. First, formant 
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bandwidths and locations are initialized by different strategies depending on the 
number of peak (raw data) pN  which satisfy a bandwidth threshold such as 
500)( <kBi Hz for the first frame. For example, if 3=pN , the direct assignment of 
raw data to formant data via )1()1( ii FF = , 3,2,1=i  is made. )1(iF  is the 
thi formant 
frequency and )1(iF  is the 
thi raw data frequency for the first frame. Then, a nearest 
neighbor criterion is defined by the following equation. 
 
)1()( −−= kFkFv jiij               (B.10) 
 
where )1( −kFj is the 
thj  formant frequency defined in previous frame 1−k  and 
)( kFi is the 
thi raw data frequency estimate for the frame k . Based on the formant 
vales of the previous frame, raw data of the present frame and pN , formant locations 
and bandwidths are assigned. For example, if 2=pN , the two formant slots are 
defined from the nearest neighbor criterion and the remaining formant slot is filled by 
the corresponding value from the previous frame. More details of formant estimation 
algorithm can be found in [124]. 
 
B.5 Backpropagation Neural Network (BPNN) 
 
The Neural network encompasses an interconnected network of many simple 
processors (units) and each unit performs a simple computation based on its inputs. 
These units are arranged in layers, and each unit is linked only to units in 
the next layer. Each link is associated with a weight. Although, each unit perform 
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simple computation, the whole network may comprise a complex non-linear mapping 
from the networks input to its output. An example of three layers backpropagation 




Input Layer Intermediate Layer Output Layer 
 
Figure B.2: Three layers Backpropagation neural network 
 
The network model is developed based on human biological systems. A 
network of sufficient size is capable to learn any non-linear function of its inputs by a 
training process. It can be trained by the presentation of input data and the network 
parameters are tuned while training. There is no known solution to find the optimal 
weight set for a feed-forward neural network.  
 
The weights of the network are usually adjusted by a training process. There are two 
training methods: supervised and unsupervised training. In supervised training, target 
output vectors are presented to the network during training. However, in unsupervised 
training, network can learn by itself from the input patterns. In general, neural 
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networks are expensive to train initially. However, once training is complete, the 
classification is very efficient. 
 
Details of the training process are given below. When the input pattern is 
presented to the input units, data flows forward in the network through all units. Then, 
the network output is compared with target output pattern to compute the error. Errors 
are backpropagated through the network and the weights of the network are updated. 




E x x= −∑                    (B.11) 
 
Error is minimized during the training. After training, network is tested using 
unseen samples. Details of backpropagation neural network can be found in several 
books such as Haykin [130]. 
 
B.6 K-means Algorithm 
 
The k-means clustering is an unsupervised learning algorithm and it is a powerful 
method to divide M points into K  clusters. The goal of k-means is to reduce the 
average distortion when data sets are assigned into respective clusters. The data in the 
same cluster are similar to each other and they share certain properties. The general 
procedure of the algorithm is to search for  K  partitions with locally optimal within-
cluster sum of squares [131].  The k-means algorithm consists of the following steps. 
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! The number of clusters K  (eg. number of emotion or stress classes) to be 
generated is defined. 
! Start with K  cluster centers Kzzz ......,,, 21  with infinity values.  
! Let the training points be },.....,,{ 21 nxxxX = and initialize each cluster centers 
with ix  in which ix  has minimum distance with each cluster centers of infinity 
values. 
! Assign each point nixi ,...,2,1, =  to cluster },....,2,1{, KjC j ∈  if 
pjandKpzxzx piji ≠=−<− ,....,,2,1,  
! Compute new cluster centers **2
*
1 ,.....,, Kzzz  as follows: 
 







= ∑    1, 2, ...., ,i K=               (B.12) 
 
        where in  is the number of elements belonging to cluster iC . 
! If ii zz =
* , Ki ....,,2,1=  then terminate. Otherwise iterate the steps of assigning 
data points and updating centroids. 
 
After obatining the K  cluster centers, each cluster is labeled with individual 
data class by majority voting. It means, clusters are labeled by the specific data class 
which has been used in the centriod updating process frequently. For more details of k-
means algorithm, please refer to Hartigan [131]. 
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B.7 Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) 
 
The Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) is similar to k-means algorithm. However, SOM is 
more complex and provides a good clustering. SOM has the special property of 
creating topographically organized maps which is very similar to human brains. It is 
one type of neural network, however, the cells of the SOM are tuned to various input 
signal patterns through an unsupervised learning which is different from 
Backpropagation neural network Kohonen [132].  
 
In general, Self-Organizing Map consists of two dimensional grid of simple 
cells and each cell has a weight vector im . These weight vectors become sensitive to 
several classes of input patterns after a learning procedure. Figure B.3 shows an 
example of SOM which consists of a bunch of input neurons and a layer of output 






Figure B.3: SOM network architecture 
 
There is a connection between every input neurons and output neurons in the 
network. The number of input neurons n is equal to the size of features vector. These 
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inputs are represented by the input vector [ ]Tnxxxxx ....,,,, 321= . Each cell has its own 
weight vector which is denoted by im which also has n  components in im  where 
[ ]Tiniiii mmmmm .....,,,, 321= . The learning process of SOM is as follows.  At first, the 
weight vectors are randomly initialized. For each input vector x , the best matching 
cell is selected among all weight vectors by Equation B.13. 
 
{ }minc iix m x m− = −                                (B.13) 
 
Then the winning cell cm  and its topological neighbors cN  which are shown in 
Figure B.4 are updated by the following updating process. 
 






m t x t m t for i N
m t
m t for i N
α + − ∈+ = 
∉




Winning Neuron c  
 
Figure B.4: Network neighborhood 
 
This process moves the weight vectors of winning cell c  and its neighbors 
towards the input vector x . This learning process is stopped when there is no 
noticeable change between the old map and the new map. Then, the labels of the cells 
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are assigned to different classes by majority voting (according to the frequency with 
which each cell is updated by a particular emotion or stress class). 
 
In the case of classifying the data set into a finite number of categories, it is 
important to define the effective values for weight of neurons such that they directly 
define near-optimal decision borders between classes. In order to demarcate the class 
borders more accurately Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) method is employed to 
the SOM that has been built so far. 
 
The basic idea of LVQ method is to pull the codebook vectors away from the 
decision surface. The LVQ method is a supervised learning technique and it needs 
prior knowledge of correctly labeled inputs. LVQ method is applied to previously built 
SOM to obtain more accurate decision borders. LVQ method is as follows. 
 
Two codebook vectors im  and jm  are selected as closet neighbors. If these two 
vectors not positioned properly, these codebook vectors can not directly define optimal 









Figure B.5: Illustration of class distribution in input space and the window used in 
the LVQ algorithm 
 
In this case, a symmetric window of nonzero width is defined around the mid-








1  is also defined, where w  is the relative width of the window in 
its narrowest point. If the input feature vector x  is a closet to one of two cells and 
sdddd ijji >),min( , x   is defined to lie in the window. Then, the codebook 
vectors im  and jm  are updated by the following rules. 
 
[ ]( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )i i im t m t x t m tα+ = − −                                      (B.15) 
 
( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )j j jm t m t x t m tα  + = + −                                         (B.16) 
 
where, im  and jm are the two closest reference vectors to x , whereby x  belongs to the 
same class as jm , but not as im , α  is the learning rate. 
[ ]( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )k k km l m l c x l m lα+ = + −                                        (B.17) 
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for },,{ jik ∈  if x , im  and jm  belong to the same class,  
 
[ ]( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )k k km l m l c x l m lα+ = − −                                        (B.18) 
 
for },{ jik ∈ , if x , im  and jm  belong to different classes. The value of c  depends on 
the size of the window and 0.3c = is used. In this step, all labeled training patterns are 
presented to the network to update the class borders.  
 
After applying LVQ method to the SOM, unknown speech files are classified 
to test the system performance. In this step, all the input vectors are classified to one of 
the output nodes. It presents correct classification if the emotion or stress label of the 
output node is the same as the input emotion or stress, otherwise, the classification is 


















Figure C.1(a): Distribution of LFPC feature (Coefficients 1~6) of utterances of 
Burmese male speaker (ESMBS database). The abscissa represents Log-Frequency 











Figure C.1(b): Distribution of LFPC feature (Coefficients 7~12)  of utterances of 
Burmese male speaker (ESMBS database). The abscissa represents Log-Frequency 
















Figure C.2(a): Distribution of LFPC feature (Coefficients 1~6) of utterances of male 
speaker (SUSAS database). The abscissa represents Log-Frequency Power Coefficient 












Figure C.2(b): Distribution of LFPC feature (Coefficients 7~12) of utterances of male 
speaker (SUSAS database). The abscissa represents Log-Frequency Power Coefficient 





D.1 Graphical User Interface for Stress/Emotion Detection System 
(SEDS) 
 
The user interface is designed to provide an easy access to the stress/emotion 














Figure D.1: Stress/Emotion Detection System (SEDS) user interface 
 
 
This user interface can be invoked by typing the command seds in MATLAB 
command window. The detection system comprises four main parts: Feature 
Extraction, Vector Quantization, HMM Training and Testing. System parameters are 
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allowed to change according to users preference. Details about system parameters are 
given in Section D.2. 
 
The system offers five feature extraction methods and the users desired 






















Figure D.2: Selection of feature extraction method 
 
 
After feature extraction, Vector Quantization process shall be carried out if 
the stress/emotion classifier is Discrete HMM (DHMM). If the classifier is Continuous 
HMM (CHMM), this step can be skipped. Then, continuous or discrete HMM 
stress/emotion classifier is trained. After training, the system can be tested using Test 
button under the Testing console frame. Systems stress/emotion detection results can 
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be compared with the actual speaking style by pressing Correct speaking style button. 
Computer classification result and actual speaking condition can be viewed in the user 




























Figure D.3: Display after testing the system 
 
 
D.2 System Parameters  
D.2.1 Parameters under Speech Feature Extraction Console 
alpha.  is the logarithmic growth factor to implement subband filters. It can be varied 
between 1 to 1.4 
centre_freq.  is the center frequency in Hz of the first subband filter.  
BW.  is the bandwidth in Hz of the first subband filter. 
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noise flag. When this value is 1 the system is tested on noisy samples. If it is 0 
noise free samples are used for testing.  
SNR. Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) in this data entry field is used to generate noisy test 
samples when noise flag is 1. The unit of SNR is dB. 
fmrate. is the length between starting points of two consecutive speech frames. 
winsize.  is the length of the speech frame. 
coeffsize.  is the number of subband coefficients to extract from each frame.  
 
D.2.2 Parameters under Vector Quantization Console 
codebook size.  is the number of codebook clusters. 
 
D.2.3 Parameters under HMM Training Console 
left_right. Left-right Hidden Markov Model(HMM) is used if this value is 1. 
Ergodic HMM is used if it is 0. 
grouping. Emotion classification system is trained to classify between groups G3 and 
G4 mentioned in Table 6.5 of Chapter 6 if this value is 1.  The system is trained for 
multi-style classification  (classification among individual emotion or stress categories) 
if it is 0.  
mixtures.  is the number of Gaussian mixtures per state of continuous HMM. 
states.  is the number of HMM states. 
max_iter. is the maximum number of iterations to train HMM. 
CB size.  is the number of codebook clusters. 
